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Abstract
This work proposes a machine-learning framework for modeling the error incurred by approximate solutions
to parameterized dynamical systems. In particular, we extend the machine-learning error models (MLEM)
framework proposed in Ref. [15] to dynamical systems. The proposed Time-Series Machine-Learning Er-
ror Modeling (T-MLEM) method constructs a regression model that maps features—which comprise error
indicators that are derived from standard a posteriori error-quantification techniques—to a random vari-
able for the approximate-solution error at each time instance. The proposed framework considers a wide
range of candidate features, regression methods, and additive noise models. We consider primarily recursive
regression techniques developed for time-series modeling, including both classical time-series models (e.g.,
autoregressive models) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), but also analyze standard non-recursive re-
gression techniques (e.g., feed-forward neural networks) for comparative purposes. Numerical experiments
conducted on multiple benchmark problems illustrate that the long short-term memory (LSTM) neural net-
work, which is a type of RNN, outperforms other methods and yields substantial improvements in error
predictions over traditional approaches.
1. Introduction
Myriad applications in engineering and science require many simulations of a (parameterized) dynamical-
system model. Examples of such “many-query” problems include uncertainty propagation, design optimiza-
tion, and statistical inference. When the cost of a single dynamical-system simulation is computationally
expensive—as is the case for partial-differential-equation (PDE) models characterized by a fine spatiotem-
poral discretization—such many-query problems are intractable. In these cases, analysts often replace the
original (high-fidelity) dynamical-system model with a surrogate model that can generate low-cost approx-
imate solutions, which can in turn make the many-query problem computationally tractable. Examples of
surrogate models include inexact solutions arising from early termination of an iterative method, lower-
fidelity models characterized by simplifying physical assumptions (e.g., linearized dynamics, inviscid flow,
elastic deformation) or a coarse discretization, and projection-based reduced-order models (ROMs) (e.g.,
Galerkin projection with a proper orthogonal decomposition basis).
The use of an approximate solution introduces error; as such, it is critical to quantify this error and
properly account for it in the analysis underpinning the many-query problem. For this purpose, researchers
have developed a wide range of methods for a posteriori error quantification. These efforts, which date back
to the pioneering work of Babusˇka and Rheinboldt for finite element analysis [24, 3, 2], have resulted in
a techniques that can be categorized as (1) a posteriori error bounds, (2) error indicators, and (3) error
models.
A posteriori error bounds place bounds on the (normed) state or quantity-of-interest (QoI) error arising
from the use of an approximate solution. These methods were originally developed in the finite-element [36,
35, 29] and model-reduction communities. In the reduced-basis community, Refs. [8, 38] derived a posteriori
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QoI error bounds for the reduced-basis method applied to linear elliptic and parabolic PDEs. Refs. [18, 41]
extended these results to time-dependent linear parabolic PDEs. In the context of model reduction for
nonlinear dynamical systems, Ref. [21] derived error bounds for the linearized Galerkin ROM, while Ref. [9]
derived error bounds for Galerkin and least-squares Petrov-Galerkin (LSPG) ROMs. These error bounds are
residual-based, meaning that they depend on the (dual) norm of the high-fidelity-model residual evaluated at
the approximate solution. Such bounds are appealing because they can provide guaranteed, rigorous bounds
on the errors of interest, thus providing a critical tool for certified predictions. However, these bounds often
suffer from lack of sharpness, i.e., they are often orders-of-magnitude larger than the approximate-solution
error itself. This is exacerbated in dynamical systems, where error bounds for many types of approximate
solutions grow exponentially in time (see, e.g., Ref. [9]). In addition, these bounds typically require (difficult-
to-compute) estimates or bounds of operator quantities such as Lipschitz and inf–sup constants. These
drawbacks often limit the utility of a posteriori error bounds in practical applications.
Alternatively, error indicators are computable quantities that are indicative of the approximate-solution
error. Error indicators typically do not provide unbiased estimates of the error, nor do they rigorously bound
the error; instead, they are often correlated with the error, correspond to a low-order approximation of the
error, and/or appear as terms in error bounds. The two most common error indicators are the (dual) norm of
the high-fidelity-model residual evaluated at the approximate solution (i.e., the residual norm) and the dual-
weighted residual. The residual norm is informative of the error, as it typically appears in a posteriori error
bounds and is usually strongly correlated with the error; it is often used within greedy methods for snapshot
collection [7, 6, 19, 48, 49] and when using ROMs for PDE-constrained optimization within a trust-region
framework [52, 50, 51]. In contrast, dual-weighted residuals are derived from a Taylor-series approximation
of the error, and are typically used for goal-oriented error estimation and mesh adaptation [28, 1, 46, 47].
Due to their practical utility, error indicators have been largely successful in quantifying and controlling
errors through mesh adaptation for static problems (i.e., problems without time evolution). However, their
success has been more limited for dynamical systems due to the fact that errors for such systems exhibit
dependence on non-local quantities, i.e., the approximate-solution error at a given time instance depends on
the past time history of the system. Thus, the residual norm at the current time instance is no longer directly
indicative of the approximate-solution error; the error additionally depends on non-local quantities. This can
be clearly seen from a posteriori error bounds, as the bound for the error at a given time instance depends
on the residual norm at previous time instances. Similarly, dual-weighted-residual error estimation requires
computing solutions to either the forward-in-time linearized sensitivity equations or the backward-in-time
linearized adjoint equations. Not only does this incur significant computational and storage costs, it can also
be linearly unstable and produce exploding gradients when applied to chaotic systems (although this can be
mitigated by approaches such as least-squares shadowing [5, 44]). Further, it is often practically challenging
to implement adjoint-based methods, e.g., due to the requirement of residual-Jacobian transposes, which are
not always easily exposed.
Error models seek to model the state and QoI errors directly via regression techniques. The most popular
such approach is the so-called “model-discrepancy” method of Kennedy and O’Hagan [25] (and related ap-
proaches [22, 13, 30, 16]). The model-discrepancy approach computes a Gaussian process (GP) that provides
a mapping from any finite number of points in parameter space to a Gaussian random vector representing
the approximate-solution error at those points. As such, this technique can be considered a regression ap-
proach, where the regression model is provided by a GP, the features are the system parameters, and the
response is the approximate-solution error. Recently, researchers have pursued improvements over this tech-
nique by (1) considering a wider class of modern machine-learning regression methods than simply Gaussian
processes (which do not scale well to high-dimensional feature spaces), and (2) considering more informa-
tive features than the system parameters alone. First, the reduced-order model error surrogates (ROMES)
method [12] was proposed in the context of static problems. ROMES employs the same regression model
(GP) as the model-discrepancy approach, but it employs different features; namely, it employs the afore-
mentioned error indicators (i.e., residual norm, approximated dual-weighted residual) as features. Because
these quantities are indicative of the error, they provide more informative features for predicting the error
than the system parameters. Numerical experiments illustrated the ability of the ROMES method to pro-
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duce significantly more accurate error predictions than the model-discrepancy approach. More recently, the
ROMES method was applied to construct error models for the in-plane and out-of-plane state error incurred
by reduced-order models for static problems [33]. Subsequent work [15] again considered static problems,
but constructed machine-learning error models that considered a wide range of candidate regression models
(e.g., neural networks, support vector machines, random forests) and error-indicator-based features (e.g.,
residual samples) in order to predict the approximate-solution error response. This work showed the ability
of machine-learning methods to predict the error with near perfect accuracy across a range of static problems
and approximate-solution types.
The construction of error models for dynamical systems is significantly more challenging than doing so
for static systems, as the errors exhibit dependence on non-local quantities. Relevant work on constructing
error models for dynamical systems accounts for the time-dependent nature of the approximate-solution error
either (1) by using both time itself and time-lagged error indicators as features [45] or (2) by constructing a
different regression method for each time instance or window [34]. In the first case, Ref. [45] proposes the
error modeling via machine learning (EMML) method. EMML is a regression approach, where the regression
model is provided by random forests or LASSO, the features correspond to application-specific quantities
that include time itself and time-lagged quantities, and the response is the (relative) QoI or state error at a
given time instance. While this work generated promising results on an oil–water subsurface flow problem, it
suffers from a noticeable limitation: it treats error modeling as a classical (non-recursive) regression problem
as opposed to a time-series-prediction problem. As such, it does not capture the intrinsic recursive structure
of the error. In the second case, Ref. [34] proposes a regression model that is tantamount to applying the
model-discrepancy method [25] to model the approximate-solution error at each time instance or window,
as the regression model corresponds to a GP, the features are system parameters, and the response is the
QoI error at a given time instance/window. Unfortunately, this approach also fails to capture non-local
dependencies of the error, and—as with the original model-discrepancy method—does not use particularly
informative features to predict the error.
The objective of this work is to construct accurate error models for dynamical systems by (1) applying
the same machine-learning error modeling framework of Ref. [15], but (2) considering recursive regression
techniques developed for time-series modeling, as this naturally enables the method to capture the non-local
dependencies of the error. The proposed Time-Series Machine-Learning Error Modeling (T-MLEM) method,
which views the error modeling problem from the time-series-prediction perspective, is characterized by a
regression model provided by a recursive time-series-prediction model (e.g., autoregressive model, recurrent
neural network [43]), features corresponding to time-local error indicators (e.g., residual samples), and a
response corresponding to the normed state or QoI error at a given time instance. For comparative purposes,
we also consider classical non-recursive regression methods (e.g., feed-forward neural networks) within the
T-MLEM framework, which is analogous to the approach proposed in Ref. [45]. To produce a statistical
model of the approximate-solution error, we also consider several noise models (e.g., Gaussian, Laplacian).
The net result is a random variable for the error whose statistics can be used to assess the uncertainty in
the error prediction.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 sets the mathematical context by introducing parameterized
dynamical systems, approximate solutions, and classical methods for error quantification. Section 3 outlines
the proposed T-MLEM method, including the structure of the regression model, feature engineering, data
generation, and training of the regression and noise models. Section 4 provides numerical experiments that
apply the proposed framework to 1) the parameterized advection–diffusion equation, where the approximate
solution is provided by a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) ROM with Galerkin projection, 2) the
parameterized shallow-water equations, where the approximate solution is again provided by a POD–Galerkin
ROM, and 3) the parameterized Burgers’ equation, where the approximate solution is provided by a coarse-
mesh model. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions.
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2. Parametrized nonlinear dynamical systems
This work considers the high-fidelity model to be a parameterized dynamical system characterized by a
parameterized system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form
dx
dt
= f(x, t;µ), x(0) = x0(µ), t ∈ [0, T ], (1)
where T ∈ R+ denotes the final time; x ≡ x(t,µ) with x : [0, T ] × D → RN denotes the state implicitly
defined as the solution to the initial-value problem (1); x0 : D → RN denotes the parameterized initial
condition; µ ∈ D ⊆ RNµ denote parametric inputs to the system; and f : RN × [0, T ] × D → RN denotes
the parameterized velocity, which may be linear or nonlinear in its first argument. We refer to Eq. (1) as the
full-order-model system of ordinary differential equations (FOM ODE), which may arise, for example, from
the spatial discretization of a system of PDEs.
Numerically computing a solution to Eq. (1) requires applying a time-discretization method. In this
work, we assume the use of a linear multistep method for this purpose. For notational simplicity, we assume
a uniform time discretization characterized by Nt time instances t
n = n∆t, n = 0, . . . , Nt with time step
∆t = T/Nt; however, the proposed methodology does not rely on this restriction. Applying a linear multistep
method to discretize the FOM ODE (1) yields the following system of algebraic equations arising at the nth
time instance, which we refer to as the FOM O∆E:
rn(xn;xn−1, . . . ,xn−k
n
,µ) = 0, n = 1, . . . , Nt. (2)
The discrete state xn comprises the numerical approximation to x(tn) and is implicitly defined as the solution
to Eq. (2) given the discrete state at the previous kn time instances and the parameters µ. Here, the discrete
residual rn : RN ⊗ Rkn+1 ×D → RN is defined as
rn : (w;xn−1, . . . ,xn−k
n
,µ) 7→ α0w −∆tβ0f(w, tn;µ) +
kn∑
i=1
αix
n−i −∆t
kn∑
i=1
βif(x
n−i, tn−i;µ). (3)
Given the initial state x0(µ) = x0(µ), solving the FOM O∆E (2) for n = 1, . . . , Nt yields the sequence of
(discrete) FOM solutions xn(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt.
In many cases, the analyst is primarily interested in computing a scalar-valued quantity of interest (QoI)
at each time instance, which we define as
sn : µ 7→ g(xn(µ); tn,µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt, (4)
where sn : D → R and g : RN × [0, T ]×D → R denotes the QoI functional.
If the FOM state-space dimension N or the number of time instances Nt is large, then computing
the sequence of FOM solutions xn(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt and associated QoIs s
n(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt can be
computationally expensive. If additionally these solutions are sought at many parameter instances, then
the resulting many-query problem is computationally intractable. In such scenarios, analysts typically aim
to overcome this computational barrier by replacing the FOM with a surrogate model that can generate
low-cost approximate solutions.
2.1. Approximate solutions
When a surrogate model is employed to mitigate the aforementioned computational bottleneck, it gen-
erates a sequence of approximate solutions x˜n : D → RN , n = 0, . . . , Nt with x˜0(µ) = x˜0(µ) given and
attendant approximate QoIs
s˜n : µ 7→ g(x˜n(µ); tn,µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt, (5)
where s˜n : D → R. As in Ref. [15], we now discuss three types of surrogate models that are often employed
to generate the approximate solutions x˜n(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt.
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2.1.1. Inexact solutions
If one applies an iterative method (e.g., Newton’s method) to solve the FOM O∆E system (2) arising at
each time instance, then inexact tolerances εn > 0, n = 1, . . . , Nt can be employed such that the approximate
solutions satisfy
‖rn(x˜n; x˜n−1, . . . , x˜n−kn ,µ)‖2 ≤ εn, n = 1, . . . , Nt. (6)
In such cases, the surrogate model merely corresponds to early termination of the associated iterative method.
2.1.2. Lower-fidelity models
Approximate solutions can also be obtained by employing a computational model of lower fidelity, which
can be achieved, for example, by introducing simplifying physical assumptions or coarsening the spatial
discretization. In such cases, the corresponding low-fidelity-model (LFM) ODE takes the form
dxLF
dt
= fLF(xLF, t;µ), xLF(0) = xLF,0(µ), t ∈ [0, T ], (7)
where xLF ≡ xLF(t,µ) with xLF : [0, T ] × D → RNLF denotes the LFM state of dimension NLF( N);
xLF,0 : D → RNLF denotes the parameterized initial conditions; and fLF : RNLF× [0, T ]×D → RNLF denotes
the parameterized LFM velocity.
Applying a linear multistep method (with the same uniform time step ∆t as the FOM) to the discretized
LFM ODE (7) yields the LFM O∆E arising at the nth time instance
rnLF(x
n
LF;x
n−1
LF , . . . ,x
n−kn
LF ,µ) = 0, n = 1, . . . , Nt, (8)
where the discrete state xnLF is the numerical approximation to xLF(t
n) and is implicitly defined as the
solution to Eq. (8) given the LFM state at the previous kn time instances and the parameters µ. Analogously
to definition (3), the LFM O∆E residual rn : RNLF ⊗ Rkn+1 ×D → RN is defined as
rnLF : (wLF;x
n−1
LF , . . . ,x
n−kn
LF ,µ) 7→ αLF,0wLF−∆tβLF,0fLF(wLF, tn;µ)+
kn∑
i=1
αLF,ix
n−i
LF −∆t
kn∑
i=1
βLF,ifLF(x
n−i
LF , t
n−i;µ).
(9)
We emphasize that the time integrators for the FOM and LFM can be different, as denoted by the LF
subscripts on the coefficients in definition (9). As with the FOM, given the initial LFM state x0LF(µ) =
xLF,0(µ), solving the LFM O∆E (8) yields the sequence of (discrete) LFM solutions x
n
LF, n = 0, . . . , Nt.
Critically, to recover the approximate solution in the FOM state space RN , we assume the existence of
a prolongation operator p : RNLF ×D → RN such that
x˜n(µ) = p(xnLF(µ);µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt. (10)
2.1.3. Projection-based reduced-order models
Projection-based reduced-order models (ROMs) comprise a popular technique for generating approximate
solutions. Such approaches can be derived by applying projection to either the FOM ODE (1) or O∆E (2). In
the former case, ROMs correspond to a particular type of low-fidelity model as described in Section 2.1.2. In
particular, introducing a trial-basis matrix Φ ∈ RN×K? (e.g., computed via proper orthogonal decomposition
[4]) and a test-basis matrix Ψ ∈ RN×K? (e.g., Ψ = Φ in the case of Galerkin projection), where K  N and
Rm×n? denotes the set of m × n full-column-rank matrices (i.e., the non-compact Stiefel manifold), ROMs
seek an approximate solution in a K-dimensional affine trial subspace, i.e.,
x(t;µ) ≈ x˜(t;µ) = xref(µ) + Φxˆ(t;µ), (11)
where xˆ : [0, T ] × D → RK are the generalized coordinates and xref : D → RK denotes the reference state
(typically chosen to be either xref(µ) = x0(µ) or xref(µ) = 0). The generalized coordinates are computed
by performing a projection process performed on the FOM ODE (1). Namely, the approximation (11) is
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substituted in the FOM ODE (1), and the resulting residual is enforced to be orthogonal to range of the
test-basis matrix. This projection process yields
dxˆ
dt
= [ΨTΦ]−1ΨTf(xref(µ) + Φxˆ, t;µ), xˆ(0;µ) = Φ+(x0(µ)− xref(µ)), (12)
where the superscript + denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. This approach to model reduction is
equivalent to a low-fidelity model of the form (7) with xLF = xˆ, fLF : (xˆ, t;µ) 7→ [ΨTΦ]−1ΨTf(xref(µ) +
Φxˆ, t;µ), and p : (xˆ,µ) 7→ xref(µ) + Φxˆ.
The most common method that associates with applying projection to the FOM O∆E (2) is the least-
squares Petrov–Galerkin (LSPG) method [9], which substitutes the approximation (11) into the FOM O∆E
(2) and minimizes the resulting residual in the `2-norm. In this case, the approximate solutions satisfy
x˜n ∈ arg min
x˜∈xref(µ)+Ran(Φ)
‖rn(x˜; x˜n−1, . . . , x˜n−kn ,µ)‖2. (13)
It can be shown [9] that this LSPG approach can be expressed as a time-continuous projection (12) with
Ψ = Ψ(xˆ, t;µ) = (α0I−∆tβ0∂f/∂x(xref(µ) + Φxˆ, t;µ))Φ if βj = 0 for j ≥ 1 (i.e., a single-step method is
used), the velocity f is linear in its first argument, or if β0 = 0 (i.e., an explicit scheme is used).
2.2. Approximate-solution errors
Employing an approximate solution in lieu of the FOM solution incurs an error that must be accounted
for in the ultimate analysis. This work focuses on quantifying two types of such errors, namely
1. the quantity-of-interest error δns (µ) := s
n(µ)− s˜n(µ), n = 1, . . . , Nt and
2. the normed state error δnx(µ) := ‖xn(µ)− x˜n(µ)‖2, n = 1, . . . , Nt.
Because x˜0(µ) and x0(µ) are given, we can compute δ0s(µ) and δ
0
x(µ) explicitly.
2.3. Classical approaches for error quantification
Classical approaches for quantifying approximate-solution errors for parameterized dynamical systems
correspond to a posteriori error bounds and error indicators. We proceed by briefly reviewing these methods,
as they serve as a starting point for our work and will be used to engineer features for the proposed regression
framework. We focus in particular on the dual-weighted-residual error indicator.
2.3.1. A posteriori error bounds
We now state a posteriori error bounds for both the errors |δns (µ)| and δnx(µ), n = 1, . . . , Nt, which arise
from any arbitrary sequence of approximate solutions x˜n(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt. The first result was presented
in Ref. [27, Theorem 4.3].
Proposition 2.1 (A posteriori error bounds [27]). For a given parameter instance µ ∈ D, if the velocity f
is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exists a constant κ > 0 such that ‖f(x, t;µ)− f(y, t;µ)‖2 ≤ κ ‖x− y‖2
for all x, y ∈ RN and t ∈ {tn}Nti=1, and the time step is sufficiently small such that ∆t < |α0|/|β0|κ, then
δnx(µ) ≤
1
h
∥∥∥rn (x˜n(µ); x˜n−1(µ), . . . , x˜n−kn(µ),µ)∥∥∥
2
+
kn∑
j=1
γjδ
n−j
x (µ) (14)
for all n = 1, . . . , Nt. Here, h := |α0| − |β0|κ∆t and γj := (|αj |+ |βj |κ∆t) /h. If additionally the QoI
functional g is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exists a constant κg > 0 such that |g(x; t,µ)− g(y; t,µ)| ≤
κg ‖x− y‖2 for all x, y ∈ RN and t ∈ {tn}Nti=1, then
|δns (µ)| ≤
κg
h
∥∥∥rn (x˜n(µ); x˜n−1(µ), . . . , x˜n−kn(µ),µ)∥∥∥
2
+ κg
kn∑
j=1
γjδ
n−j
x (µ) (15)
for all n = 1, . . . , Nt.
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Proof. Bound (14) was derived in Ref. [27, Theorem 4.3]. Bound (15) follows directly from Lipschitz conti-
nuity of the QoI functional and the bound 14.
We make three critical observations from inequalities (14) and (15):
1. The error bounds are residual based, i.e., the magnitudes of the error bounds are driven by the FOM
residual operator rn evaluated at the sequence of approximate solutions x˜n(µ), n = 0, . . . , Nt. Note
that the approximate solution incurs no error if the approximate solutions exactly satisfy the FOM
O∆E (2) such that the residual is zero at all time instances. This also illustrates why the residual
norm is often viewed as a useful error indicator for guiding greedy methods for snapshot collection
[7, 6, 19, 48, 49] or trust-region optimization algorithms [52, 50, 51].
2. The error bounds exhibit dependence on non-local quantities, i.e., the error at the nth time instance
depends on the error at the previous kn time instances through recursion via the rightmost term
in inequalities (14) and (15). This comprises a fundamental difference from error bounds for static
problems.
3. The error bounds often lack sharpness, i.e., they are often significant larger than the magnitudes of
the actual errors. This overestimation is exacerbated for ill-conditioned problems (in which case the
Lipschitz constants κ and κg are large) and long time horizons (as the error bounds grow exponentially
in time). As such, their practical utility for error estimation itself is often limited.
4. The error bounds are difficult to compute, i.e., they require computing Lipschitz constants κ and
κg, which is challenging for general nonlinear dynamical systems. While bounding these constants is
possible in some contexts [23], this often incurs substantial additional computational costs.
2.3.2. Error indicator: dual-weighted residuals
Besides the residual norm, the dual-weighted residual is perhaps the most popular error indicator. The
dual-weighted residual is derived from a low-order approximation of the QoI error and, as such, is often
strongly correlated with the error [12]. Because deriving dual-weighted residuals for dynamical systems re-
quires considering the problem from the monolithic “space–time” perspective, we now introduce the required
space–time formulation of the problem.
We begin by defining a “vectorization” function that assembles the full space–time solution from a tuple
of time-local solutions as
vec : (y1, . . . ,yNt) 7→ [[y1]T . . . [yNt ]T ]T
: Rp ⊗ RNt → RpNt ,
for arbitrary p. Then, we define the space–time FOM state and space–time approximate solution as x¯(µ) :=
vec(x1(µ), . . . ,xNt(µ)) and ¯˜x(µ) := vec(x˜1(µ), . . . , x˜Nt(µ)), respectively, where x¯, ¯˜x : D → RNNt . We also
define the space–time residual as
r¯ :
(
w¯;µ
) 7→ vec(r1(w1;µ), . . . , rNt(wNt ;wNt−1, . . . ,wNt−kNt ,µ)),
: RNNt ×D → RNNt ,
where w¯ ≡ vec(w1, . . . ,wNt). Lastly, we define the space–time QoI functional as
g¯ :
(
w¯;µ) 7→ vec(g(w1; t1,µ), . . . , g(wNt ; tNt ,µ)),
: RNNt ×D → RNt ,
such that the space–time QoIs computed from the FOM and approximate solutions are given by
s¯ : µ 7→ g¯(x¯(µ);µ), ¯˜s : µ 7→ g¯(¯˜x(µ);µ),
7
respectively, where s¯, ¯˜s : D → RNt .
Assuming the residual is twice continuously differentiable in its first argument and noting that r¯(x¯(µ);µ) =
0, we can write
− r¯(¯˜x(µ);µ) =
[
∂r¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
](
x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)
)
+O
(
‖x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)‖22
)
. (16)
Assuming the space–time residual Jacobian
[
∂r¯
∂w¯ (
¯˜x(µ);µ)
]
is invertible, Eq. (16) can be solved for a first-
order approximation of the solution error
x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ) = −
[
∂r¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]−1
r¯(¯˜x(µ);µ) +O
(
‖x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)‖22
)
. (17)
If we additionally assume the space–time QoI functional g¯ is twice continuously differentiable in its first
argument, the error in the space–time QoI can be represented to first order as,
s¯(µ)− ¯˜s(µ) =
[
∂g¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
](
x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)
)
+O
(
‖x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)‖22
)
. (18)
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) yields,
s¯(µ)− ¯˜s(µ) = d(µ) +O
(
‖x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)‖22
)
, (19)
where the dual-weighted residual comprises a first-order approximation of the QoI error and is defined as
d(µ) := −
[
∂g¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nt×NNt
[
∂r¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NNt×NNt
r¯(¯˜x(µ);µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
NNt×1
, (20)
=
[
. . .
]
 ... ... . . .
· · · · · ·

...

. (21)
Computing the dual-weighted residual (20) involves applying the inverse of the NNt × NNt space–time
residual Jacobian and can be computed in one of two ways: (1) the direct (forward) method, or (2) the
adjoint (backward) method. The direct method solves the (linear) sensitivity equations
∂r¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)q = r¯(¯˜x(µ);µ), (22)
where q ≡ q(µ) ≡ vec(q1(µ), . . . , qNt(µ)) with qn : D → RN , n = 1, . . . , Nt is implicitly defined as the
solution to Eq. (22) and denotes the space–time sensitivity vector. The direct method subsequently computes
the dual-weighted residual as
d(µ) = −[ ∂g¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]
q(µ). (23)
Due to the sparsity pattern of the space–time residual Jacobian ∂r¯∂w¯ (
¯˜x(µ);µ), this approach is equivalent to
performing a linear forward-in-time solve, which can be executed simultaneously with the forward-in-time
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solve used to generate the approximate solutions, i.e., the sensitivities qn(µ) can be computed contempo-
raneously with x˜n(µ). In contrast, the adjoint method solves the multiple-right-hand-side (linear) adjoint
equations [
∂r¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]T
y¯ =
[
∂g¯
∂w¯
(¯˜x(µ);µ)
]T
, (24)
where
y¯ ≡ y¯(µ) ≡ [vec(y11(µ), . . . ,yNt1 (µ)) · · · vec(y1Nt(µ), . . . ,yNtNt(µ))] ∈ RNNt×Nt ,
with yni : D → RN , i, n = 1, . . . , Nt is implicitly defined as the solution to Eq. (24) and denotes Nt space–time
dual vectors. The adjoint method subsequently computes the dual-weighted residual as
d(µ) = −y¯(µ)T r¯(¯˜x(µ);µ). (25)
Due to the sparsity pattern of the space–time residual Jacobian transpose, this approach is tantamount to
performing a linear backward-in-time solve, and must be computed after the approximate-solution sequence
has been fully computed, as this sequence defines the argument at which the space–time residual Jacobian
is evaluated.
Analogously to the observations made about error bounds in the Section 2.3.1, we now make several
observations about the dual-weighted residual:
1. The dual-weighted residual is residual-based, i.e., it corresponds to a linear combination of elements of
the space–time residual, where the weights in the linear combination are provided by the dual according
to Eq. (25).
2. The dual-weighted residual exhibits dependence on non-local quantities, i.e., computing the dual-
weighted residual using either the direct method (23) or the adjoint method (25) requires solving a
linear system either forward-in-time or backward-in-time over the entire time domain. Further, the
sparsity pattern of the operators in Eq. (20) illustrates that the QoI error at the nth time instance
depends on quantities computed at all previous time instances.
3. The dual-weighted residual may be an inaccurate approximation of the error, i.e., it is a first-order
approximation valid in the limit ‖x¯(µ)− ¯˜x(µ)‖2 =
√∑Nt
n=1(δ
n
x(µ))
2 → 0, and thus can be inaccurate
for cases where the normed state error is not negligible. This is precisely the case we are interested in,
as we aim to model this error.
4. Dual-weighted residuals can be difficult to compute, i.e., they require solving either the forward sensi-
tivity (22) or adjoint equations (24), each of which is characterized by a block triangular system matrix
of dimension NNt×NNt, with NNt the space–time dimension of the original full-order-model problem.
The use of approximate solutions aims to avoid any computations that scale with the dimension N ,
and thus computing the dual-weighted residual in this manner is often impractical. To mitigate this
computational burden, analysts often adopt the adjoint method, solve the adjoint equations (24) using
a coarse model (e.g., a coarse mesh), and prolongate the computed (coarse) dual vector to a representa-
tion compatible with the (fine) full-order model in order to compute the dual-weighted residual [46]. In
addition to these computational-cost issues, adopting the adjoint method introduces other challenges,
as it requires access to the residual-Jacobian transpose to solve Eq. (24), which may not be available.
2.3.3. Discussion
This work aims to overcome the most prominent shortcomings of a posteriori error bounds and dual-
weighted residuals: (1) their lack of sharpness or inaccuracy, and (2) the difficulty in their computation.
We aim to achieve this by applying modern machine-learning methods within a regression setting, wherein
the regression model is provided by a recursive time-series-prediction model that can capture dependencies
on non-local quantities, the features correspond to residual-based time-local error indicators that appear in
the definitions of the a posteriori error bounds and dual-weighted residuals, and the response corresponds
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Figure 1: Example of time discretizations for the full-order model and machine learning model. In this case, the
regression model is solved on a temporal grid that is three times as coarse as the approximate and full-order models
such that T = {3, 6, 9, 12, . . .}.
to the time-local normed state or QoI error. Thus, we employ the classical methods for error quantification
to guide the design of the both the regression model and features. We also aim to construct a statistical
model of the response error by considering several noise models. The next section describes the proposed
methodology, which adopts this strategy.
3. Time-Series Machine-Learning Error Modeling
We now present the proposed Time-Series Machine-Learning Error Modeling (T-MLEM) method, which
constructs a mapping from residual-based features to a random variable for the error using regression tech-
niques that can capture dependencies on non-local quantities. The method comprises an extension of the
machine-learning error modeling (MLEM) framework presented in Ref. [15]—which was applicable to param-
eterized static systems—to parameterized dynamical systems. Because the method is applicable to modeling
both the QoI error δns (µ) and normed-state error δ
n
x(µ), we denote the error of interest generically as δ
n(µ)
in this section.
3.1. Machine-learning framework
The proposed method aims to predict errors on a subset of the time grid tn = n∆t, n = 0, . . . , Nt used
to define the FOM O∆E (2). We make this choice because the time step ∆t is typically chosen to control
time-discretization errors, while we may be interested in modeling the error at only a (relatively small)
subset of these grid points; furthermore, constructing a time-series model of these errors on a coarser time
grid reduces the computational cost of training the regression model. We define this coarse time grid as
tn = n∆t, n ∈ T, where T ⊆ {1, . . . , Nt} denotes the coarse time-index set comprising N¯t := |T|(≤ Nt)
time instances and equipped with a mapping τ : {0, . . . , N¯t} → {0, . . . , Nt} from a coarse time index to the
corresponding fine time index, which satisfies τ(0) = 0.
We assume that we can compute features ρn(µ) ∈ RNρ that are informative of the response δn(µ) ∈ R—
which is the time-local error of interest—at time instances n ∈ T. Section 3.1.1 provides candidate features,
which are inspired by the classical error-quantification methods described in Section 2.3. Given the ability
to compute these features, we propose to construct error models δˆn(µ)(≈ δn(µ)) of the form
δˆn(µ) = δˆnf (µ) + δˆ
n
 (µ), n ∈ T, (26)
where δˆnf : D → R, n ∈ {0} ∪ T denotes the sequence of deterministic regression-function models and
δˆn : D → V, n ∈ {0} ∪ T denotes a sequence of mean-zero random variables that serve as the stochastic
noise models such that δˆn : D → V, n ∈ T with E[δˆn(µ)] = δˆnf (µ) ; we denote the set of real-valued random
variables by V.
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As previously described, we propose to construct the regression model using a recursive time-series-
prediction model that can capture dependencies on non-local quantities. In particular, we impose the fol-
lowing structure on the regression-function model:
δˆnf (µ) = fˆ(ρ
n(µ),hn(µ)), n ∈ T. (27)
Here, fˆ : RNρ × RNh → R, while hn : D → RNh , n ∈ {0} ∪ T denotes the sequence of latent variables.
Critically, the inclusion of these latent variables enables the proposed method to capture dependencies on
non-local quantities, as we enforce the latent variables to be governed by the recursion
hτ(n)(µ) = g(ρτ(n)(µ),hτ(n−1)(µ), δˆτ(n−1)f (µ)), n = 1, . . . , N¯t, (28)
where g : RNρ×RNh×R → RNh ; δˆ0f (µ) = δ0(µ) is given; and h0(µ) = 0. Similarly, we impose the following
structure on the noise model:
δˆτ(n) (µ) = ˆ(δˆ
τ(n−1)
 (µ), 
τ(n)), n = 1, . . . , N¯t. (29)
Here, ˆ : V × V → V, δˆ0 (µ) = 0, and n ∈ V, n ∈ T denotes a sequence of independent and identically
distributed mean-zero random variables.
Remark 3.1 (Classical non-recursive regression). We note that classical non-recursive regression meth-
ods can be described by omitting latent variables from the regression function approximation such that
fˆ(ρn(µ),hn(µ)) ≡ fˆ(ρn(µ)), omitting latent-variable dynamics (28), and employing a simple non-recursive
noise model such that δˆn (µ) = 
n, n ∈ T.
Remark 3.2 (Noise models). We note that more sophisticated functional forms of ˆ could be considered,
e.g., by allowing parameters that define the probability distribution of n for n ∈ T to depend on features,
or by including latent variables as inputs to the function ˆ.
The primary distinction between the proposed T-MLEM method and the methods proposed in Refs. [15,
45] is the consideration of recursive regression models that employ latent variables. The MLEM method [15]
considered only static problems and thus did not require the use of such variables. The EMML framework [45]
accounted for dependencies on non-local quantities by explicitly considering features corresponding to quan-
tities computed at previous time instances. This introduces difficulties, as it requires knowledge about the
memory of the system (i.e., how many previous time instances to consider in constructing the features) and
can lead to a prohibitively large set of features. In contrast, the use of latent variables and the specific
functional forms (27)–(29) allow the proposed T-MLEM method to capture non-local effects naturally.
As in Ref. [15], we aim to construct regression models that exhibit the following properties:
Objective 1 Low cost. The error model δˆn(µ) should be computationally inexpensive to deploy, i.e., its
evaluation should not dominate the computational cost of computing the approximate solutions x˜n(µ),
n = 0, . . . , Nt. This requirement implies that the features ρ
n(µ) should be cheap to compute, the
latent-variable dimension Nh should be relatively small, and it should be inexpensive to evaluate the
functions fˆ , g, and ˆ.
Objective 2 Low noise variance. Because the variance of the noise model δˆn (µ) reflects the magnitude of
epistemic uncertainty introduced by the use of an approximate solution, reducing this variance in turn
reduces the uncertainty introduced into the analysis. A model with low noise variance has not been
underfit to training data.
Objective 3 Generalizability. For the regression model to be trustworthy, the distributions of the true
error δn(µ) and the error model δˆn(µ) should closely match on an independent test set, which was
not used to train the error model. A model exhibiting generalizability has not been overfit to training
data.
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We adopt the machine-learning framework proposed in Ref. [15] to satisfy these objectives. This frame-
work comprises the following steps:
Step 1 Feature engineering. Select features that are inexpensive to compute (Objective 1), informative of
the error such that a low-noise-variance model can be constructed (Objective 2), and low dimensional
(i.e., Nρ small) such that less training data are required for the resulting model to generalize (Objective
3). To satisfy these requirements, we engineer residual-based features informed by classical error-
quantification methods as described in Section 2.3. We ensure these features are low dimensional
and inexpensive to compute through the use of sampling-based approximations (e.g., gappy principal
component analysis). Section 3.1.1 describes this step.
Step 2 Data generation. After selecting candidate features, generate both training and test data in the
form of a set of response–feature pairs on the coarse time-index set T for parameter instances sampled
according to the imposed probability distribution on the parameter domain D. Constructing these
data requires computing both the FOM solutions and approximate solutions for the selected parameter
instances. Sections 3.1.2–3.1.3 describe this step.
Step 3 Train the deterministic regression-function model δˆnf (µ). Define candidate functional forms
for the functions fˆ and g, compute model parameters by (approximately) minimizing a loss function
defined on the training data, and perform hyperparameter selection using (cross-)validation. Sections
3.1.4–3.1.5 describes this step.
Step 4 Train the stochastic noise model δˆn (µ). Finally, define candidate functional forms for the func-
tion ˆ, and compute model parameters via maximum likelihood estimation on a training set independent
from that used to train the deterministic regression function. In this work, we employ a subset of the
test set used to evaluate the deterministic regression function for this purpose. Sections 3.1.6–3.1.7
describe this step.
3.1.1. Feature engineering
We now describe Step 1 of the proposed framework: feature engineering. Namely, we describe the candi-
date features ρn that we consider, which are inspired by those proposed in Ref. [15]. Several considerations
drive feature engineering, which balance Objective 1–Objective 3:
Consideration 1 Feature cost. To satisfy Objective 1, we aim to develop features that are inexpensive to
compute. Satisfying this objective can compromise quality, as high-quality features are often costly to
compute.
Consideration 2 Feature quality. To satisfy Objective 2, we aim to develop features that are as informative
of the error as possible, because employing high-quality explanatory features can lead to a low-noise-
variance regression model.
Consideration 3 Number of features. Employing a large number of features often leads to a high-capacity
model that can yield low noise variance with sufficient training data (i.e., Objective 2 is bolstered).
However, computing a large number of features can be computationally expensive (i.e., Objective 1
suffers), and often requires a large amount of training data to generalize well and avoid overfitting (i.e.,
Objective 3 suffers). Regularization strategies can be employed when training a regression model with
a large number of features to mitigate overfitting.
The remainder of this section details a variety of candidate features that differ in terms of the above
considerations.
Feature 1 Parameters: The system’s parametric inputs µ correspond to free-to-compute but low-quality
features, where the number of features is equal to the number of parameters Nµ. Simply setting
ρn(µ) = µ comprises the same feature choice as that employed by the classical model-discrepancy
approach [25], which uses Gaussian-process regression to construct the regression model. These features
are time independent.
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Feature 2 Time: The time variable tn is a single, free-to-compute feature, which is likely to be low quality in
most scenarios. This low quality arises from the fact that—in most applications—the error is not driven
by the time variable itself. Instead, the classical error-quantification methods discussed in Section 2.3
suggest that the error is instead determined by the residual, Lipschitz constants, and dual vectors.
Intuitively, employing time as a feature can cause the resulting regression model to be “tied” to the
particular time coordinates associated with the behavior observed during training. This implies that
the resulting regression method will lack invariance with respect to the time grid, i.e., the model will
not generalize well for problems characterized by phase shifts or for prediction beyond the training
time interval. The EMML framework considered time as a feature [45, Table I].
Feature 3 Residual norm: As discussed in Section 2.3, classical error-quantification methods are residual
based. In particular, the first term on the right-hand side of a posteriori error bound (14) demonstrates
that the residual norm ‖r˜n(µ)‖2, where r˜n : µ 7→ rn
(
x˜n(µ); x˜n−1(µ), . . . , x˜n−k
n
(µ),µ
)
, is informa-
tive of the state error δnx(µ); bound (15) shows that the residual norm ‖r˜n(µ)‖2 is also informative
of the magnitude of the QoI error |δns (µ)|. This feature is computationally expensive to compute, as
it requires computing all N elements of the vector r˜n(µ) before computing its norm. However, this
(single) feature is likely of higher quality than the both Feature 1 and Feature 2, as it appears explic-
itly in classical a posteriori error bounds (14)–(15). Yet, this feature will likely be of lower quality
for predicting the (signed) QoI error δns (µ) because it is not informative of the error’s sign. We note
that—in contrast to static systems—the residual norm ‖r˜n(µ)‖2 (along with stability constants) is not
sufficient to bound the errors δnx(µ) and |δns (µ)|. Instead, inequalities (14)–(15) illustrate that these
bounds depend additionally on non-local quantities, namely δn−jx (µ), j = 1, . . . , k
n. Thus, we expect
this feature choice—as well as all subsequent residual-based features—to perform best when used with
recursive regression methods that can capture dependencies on non-local quantities. We note that the
ROMES method [12] employed features ρ = ‖r˜(µ)‖2 with Gaussian-process regression to construct a
regression model for the normed state error.
Feature 4 Residual: To increase the number of features relative to Feature 3 yet maintain high feature
quality, one may employ all N elements of the residual vector r˜n(µ) as features. This has the effect
of changing the number of features from one extreme to another, as we assume the full-order-model
dimension N is large. Employing N features can enable very high-capacity regression models, which can
lead to low noise variance given sufficient training data; however, the amount of training data needed to
ensure generalizability may be excessive. Further, these features are costly to compute. These features
are of high quality, as the residual not only appears in the a posteriori error bounds (14)–(15), but
it also appears in the dual-weighted residual discussed in Section 2.3.2. Namely, inserting Eq. (25)
into Eq. (19) shows that the QoI error can be approximated to first order by a linear combination of
space–time residual elements.
Feature 5 Residual principal components rˆn(µ). As proposed in Ref. [15], to retain the high quality of
Feature 4, but reduce the number of features such that less training data is needed for generalization,
we can employ principal components of the residual as features. In particular, one can use
rˆn(µ) := ΦTr (r˜
n(µ)− ¯˜r)
as features, where the columns of Φr ∈ RN×nr? comprise the first nr( N) principal components of
the training set Tr,train ⊂ RN (which will be described in Section 3.1.3), and r˜ := 1|Tr,train|
∑
r˜∈Tr,train r˜
denotes the training-set mean. These features are costly to compute, as they require computing all
N elements of the residual r˜n(µ) before applying projection with the principal-component matrix Φr.
However, these features retain the high quality of the residual vector if the truncation level nr is set
such that the principal components explain most of the variance of the data in the training set Tr,train.
Critically, this approach associates with using nr features and thus constitutes a compromise between
Feature 3 and Feature 4: it will lead to a higher-capacity model than can be obtained using Feature 3,
but will likely generalize with significantly less training data than would be the case with Feature 4.
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Feature 6 Residual gappy principal components: This approach aims to address the primary shortcom-
ing of Feature 5: the high computational cost incurred by the need to compute all N elements of the
residual r˜n(µ). In particular, this feature choice aims to approximate the residual principal components
using the gappy POD method [14], which replaces orthogonal projection with a sampling-based linear
least-squares approximation to realize computational-cost savings. Specifically, introducing a sampling
matrix P ∈ {0, 1}ns×N comprising ns selected rows of the identity matrix (with nr ≤ ns  N), the
residual gappy principal components are
rˆng (µ) := [PΦr]
+P(r˜n(µ)− r˜).
In this work, we construct the sampling matrix P according to the q-sampling method [11]; Appendix B
presents the associated algorithm. We note that the number of features for this method is the same as
that for Feature 5, and the feature quality is similar to that of Feature 5 if least-squares reconstruction
yields similar results to orthogonal projection. However, computing these features requires computing
only ns( N) elements of the residual vector r˜n(µ); thus, this feature choice is substantially less costly
to compute than Feature 5.
Feature 7 Sampled residual: Feature 6 constitutes an affine transformation applied to the sampled residual
Pr˜n(µ). Thus, it is sensible to consider employing only the underlying sampled residual Pr˜n(µ) as
features, given that many regression techniques are likely to discover this affine transformation if
it yields superior prediction performance. Further, employing the sampled residual does not require
computing the residual principal components Φr (although q-sampling employs this matrix to construct
the sampling matrix P). We note that the number of features in this case is ns(≥ nr).
In the numerical experiments, we consider feature-engineering methods that employ different combinations
of the above features. However, all considered methods use at most one of the residual-based features, i.e.,
at most one of Feature 3–Feature 7. Table 1 summarizes the feature-engineering methods considered in the
numerical experiments.
3.1.2. Data generation
We now describe Step 2 of the proposed framework: data generation. After selecting the features, the
method generates response–feature pairs that comprise the training, validation, and test sets used to select
the deterministic regression-function model and stochastic noise model, respectively. Specifically, we first
define
T (D,T) := {(δn(µ),ρn(µ)) |µ ∈ D, n ∈ T}
as the set of response–feature pairs generated by computing the full-order and approximate states for µ ∈ D
and computing the features and errors at time instances tn with n ∈ T ⊆ {1, . . . , Nt}. We then define the
training, validation, and test data as
Ttrain := T (Dtrain,Ttrain), Tval := T (Dval,Tval), Ttest := T (Dtest,Ttest), (30)
respectively, whereDtrain,Dval,Dtest ⊂ D; and Ttrain := {τ(1), . . . , τ(|Ttrain|)} ⊆ T, Tval := {τ(1), . . . , τ(|Tval|)} ⊆
T, and Ttest := {τ(1), . . . , τ(|Ttest|)} ⊆ T. For example, Dtrain, Dval, and Dtest can be generated by drawing
samples from a probability distribution defined on the parameter domain D, and the time indices can be set
to Ttrain = Tval = Ttest = T (which we do in the numerical experiments).
3.1.3. Training data for principal component analysis and q-sampling
Feature 5 and Feature 6 require computing principal components of the residual; Feature 6 and Feature 7
require constructing the sampling matrix P, which we do via q-sampling [11] (which in turn requires residual
principal components). In these cases, computing residual principal components requires the additional
training set
Tr,train := {r˜n(µ) |µ ∈ Dtrain, n ∈ Ttrain}. (31)
Because principal component analysis is an unsupervised machine learning method, it does not require
validation or test sets.
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Description Features ρn Number of features Nρ
Number of residual
elements required
Parameters µ Nµ 0
Parameters and time [µ; tn] Nµ + 1 0
Residual norm ‖r˜n(µ)‖2 1 N
Parameters and
residual norm
[µ; ‖r˜n(µ)‖2] Nµ + 1 N
Parameters, residual norm,
and time
[µ; ‖r˜n(µ)‖2 ; tn] Nµ + 2 N
Parameters and residual [µ; r˜n(µ)] Nµ +N N
Parameters, residual,
and time
[µ; r˜n(µ); tn] Nµ +N + 1 N
Parameters and residual
principal components
[µ; rˆn(µ)] Nµ + nr N
Parameters, residual
principal components, and time
[µ; rˆn(µ); tn] Nµ + nr + 1 N
Parameters and gappy
residual principal components
[µ; rˆng (µ)] Nµ + nr ns
Parameters, gappy residual
principal components, and time
[µ; rˆng (µ); t
n] Nµ + nr + 1 ns
Parameters and sampled residual [µ; Pr˜n(µ)] Nµ + ns ns
Parameters, sampled
residual, and time
[µ; Pr˜n(µ); tn] Nµ + ns + 1 ns
Table 1: Summary of considered feature-engineering methods.
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Description Description Classification Latent dynamics Latent dimension Nh
k-nearest neighbors kNN Category 1 None N/A
Artificial neural network ANN Category 1 None N/A
Autoregressive w/ exogenous inputs ARX Category 2 Linear 1
Integrated artificial neural network ANN-I Category 2 Linear 1
Latent autoregressive w/ exogenous inputs LARX Category 3 Linear Arbitrary
Recurrent neural network RNN Category 3 Nonlinear Arbitrary
Long short-term memory network LSTM Category 3 Nonlinear Arbitrary
Table 2: Summary of considered regression methods.
3.1.4. Regression function
We now describe Step 3 of the proposed framework: training the deterministic regression-function model
δˆnf (µ) of the form (27)–(28). In particular, this step constructs the mappings fˆ and g. To achieve this, we
consider a variety of both recursive and non-recursive regression methods from classical time-series analysis
and supervised machine learning. In particular, we consider three categories of regression methods:
Category 1 Non-recursive. Non-recursive regression methods do not include latent variables or latent-
variable dynamics. In this case, the latent variables can be omitted from the regression function
arguments, i.e., fˆ(ρ,h) ≡ fˆ(ρ), and the mapping g is not employed.
Category 2 Recursive with latent state equal to previous prediction. This category of methods
employs latent variables, but sets them equal to the predicted response at the previous time instance,
i.e., hτ(n) = δˆ
τ(n−1)
f , n = 1, . . . , N¯t. This is equivalent to prescribing the recursion function as simply
g : (ρ,h, δˆf ) 7→ δˆf . (32)
These methods place no particular restriction on the mapping fˆ .
Category 3 Recursive. This category of methods follows the general framework outlined in Section 3.1
with no particular restrictions on the forms of the mappings fˆ or g.
Table 2 summarizes the considered methods and their associated categories.
• k-nearest neighbors (kNN) (Category 1): kNN is a simple regression method wherein the prediction
comprises a weighted average of the nearest neighbors in feature space such that
fˆ : ρ 7→ 1
k
∑
(δ¯,ρ¯)∈TkNN(ρ)
w(ρ, ρ¯)δ¯ (33)
where TkNN(ρ) ⊆ Ttrain with |TkNN(ρ)| = k denotes the k response–feature pairs of the training set
Ttrain whose features are closest to the vector ρ in feature space. Common choices for the weights are
uniform weights, w : (ρ, ρ¯) 7→ 1/k and weights based on Euclidean distance, i.e.,
w : (ρ, ρ¯) 7→
(
∑
(δ˜,ρ˜)∈TkNN(ρ) ‖ρ− ρ˜‖
−1
2 )
−1
‖ρ− ρ¯‖2
. (34)
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The hyperparameters associated with this method correspond to the number of neighbors k, and the
definition of the weights w. We note that all parameters characterizing this model are hyperparameters;
there are no parameters that are subject to training via optimization.
• Artificial neural network (ANN) (Category 1): Feed-forward ANNs (i.e., multilayer perceptrons)
employ function composition to create nonlinear input–output maps. In the context of error modeling,
Ref. [15] observed ANNs to yield the best performance for static systems. In the present context,
feed-forward ANNs can be used to construct the (parameterized) non-recursive regression function
that satisfies fˆ(ρ,h) ≡ fˆ(ρ) and is given by
fˆ : (ρ;θf ) 7→ zd(·,θd) ◦ · · · ◦ z1(ρ;θ1),
where θf ≡ (θ1, . . . ,θd) with θi ≡ (W i, bi) ∈ Rpi×pi−1 × Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d denotes neural-network
weights and biases; zi(·;θi) : Rpi−1 → Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d denotes the activation function employed at
the ith layer; d denotes the depth of the network; and pi, i = 0, . . . , d (with p0 = Nρ and pd = 1)
denotes the number of neurons at layer i. The activation function takes the form
zi : (w;θi) 7→ ζi(W iw + bi), i = 1, . . . , d,
where ζi : Rpi → Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d denote activations (e.g., rectified linear unit (ReLU), hyperbolic
tangent) applied elementwise.
In this work, we consider only fully connected feed-forward ANNs with ReLU activation functions. As
such, we consider the number of layers d and the number of neurons at each layer pi, i = 1, . . . , d− 1
to be hyperparameters.
• Autoregressive with exogenous inputs (ARX) (Category 2): Autoregressive methods are linear
models that have been widely adopted for time-series analysis. The ARX model is an extension
of the autoregressive (AR) model that allows for exogenous inputs, which we treat as the features.
ARX(p, r) methods regress the response at given time index as a linear combination of the value of the
response at the previous p time instances and the exogenous inputs at both the current time instance
and the previous r − 1 time instances. This work considers the ARX(1, 1) model, in which case the
(parameterized) regression function is given by
fˆ : (ρ,h;θf ) 7→ θT1 ρ+ θ2h+ b, (35)
where θf ≡ (θ1, θ2, b) ∈ RNρ × R × R denote the regression-function weights and bias, and the latent
variable (of dimension Nh = 1) corresponds to the predicted response at the previous time instance
such that hτ(n) = δˆ
τ(n−1)
f , n = 1, . . . , N¯t and the latent-variables dynamics are prescribed via (32).
We remark that classical autoregressive models typically include the noise term directly within the
recursion, i.e., the latent variables hτ(n) correspond to the regression-function prediction perturbed by
stochastic noise. As a result, generating statistical predictions requires simulating an ensemble of model
realizations. To avoid this complication, this work constructs the stochastic noise model separately from
the deterministic regression-function model; for the stochastic noise models considered in this work,
the statistical distribution of the response is given analytically. Sections 3.1.6–3.1.7 describe this step.
We also note that it is possible to construct higher-order autoregressive models (i.e., AR(p, q) with
p > 1 and/or q > 1) that include additional lagged states. While we do not consider such approaches
in this work, the ARX formulation presented above could be modified to address this case by changing
the definition of the latent variables and recursion function.
• Integrated artificial neural network (ANN-I) (Category 2): To facilitate time-series modeling,
it is common to apply transformations to the training data in order to make the associated processes
weakly stationary. The most commonly adopted transformation is time differencing. This process
leads to integrated methods. Here, we investigate the use of an “integrated” artificial neural network
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(ANN-I) model, wherein a neural network is used to predict the time-differenced error. This leads to
a modification of the ANN model wherein the (parameterized) recursive regression function takes the
form
fˆ : (ρ,h;θf ) 7→ h+ zd(·,θd) ◦ · · · ◦ z1(ρ,θ1),
where the parameters θf ≡ (θ1, . . . ,θd) and activations zi, i = 1, . . . , d are defined as in the ANN
model and the latent variable (of dimension Nh = 1) corresponds to the predicted response at the
previous time instance such that hτ(n) = δˆ
τ(n−1)
f , n = 1, . . . , N¯t and (32) holds. As with ANN, we
consider only fully connected feed-forward networks with ReLU activation functions such that the
hyperparameters correspond to the number of layers d and the number of neurons at each layer pi,
i = 1, . . . , d− 1.
• Latent autoregressive with exogenous inputs (LARX) (Category 3): Because ARX falls into
Category 2, it employs the predicted response at the previous time instance as the latent variables
according to Eq. (32). The LARX method relaxes this assumption and considers higher-dimensional
latent variables governed by general linear dynamics. This equips the model with a higher capacity
than ARX and thus enables it to capture more complex non-local dependencies. In particular, LARX
defines the (parameterized) regression function as a linear mapping from the latent variables to the
prediction that satisfies fˆ(ρ,h) ≡ fˆ(h) and is given by
fˆ : (h;θf ) 7→ θT1 h+ b
where θf ≡ (θ1, b) ∈ RNh×R. The latent-variable recursion operator is linear in its first two arguments
such that g(ρ,h, δˆf ) ≡ g(ρ,h) with
g : (ρ,h;θg) 7→ Θρρ+ Θhh+ bh,
where θg ≡ (Θρ,Θh, bh) ∈ RNh×Nρ × RNh×Nh × RNh .
LARX is characterized by one hyperparameter: the number of latent variables Nh.
• Recurrent neural network (RNN) (Category 3): RNNs [42] comprise a particular neural-network
architecture that have been widely adopted for modeling time sequences. The main idea of an RNN
is to employ the same feed-forward neural network for prediction at each point in a sequence, but
to treat the hidden layer of the neural network as inputs to the neural network at the next point in
the sequence; these hidden layers associate with the latent variables. RNNs comprise a generalization
of LARX models: LARX methods develop a linear recursion for the latent-variable dynamics, while
RNNs enable nonlinear latent-variable dynamics. Figure 2 illustrates the computational graph for
an “unrolled” RNN. An RNN of depth d employs latent variables h ≡ (h1, . . . ,hd) , with hi ∈ Rpi ,
i = 1, . . . , d and Nh =
∑d
i=1 pi. For RNNs, the deterministic regression-function model is given by an
output activation function acting on the latent variables at the final layer; it satisfies fˆ(ρ,h) ≡ fˆ(h)
and is given by
fˆ : (h;θf ) 7→ ζ(wTf hd + bf ) (36)
where θf ≡ (wf , bf ) ∈ Rpd × R and ζ(·) is typically the identity operator.
The latent variables satisfy the recursive relationships
h
τ(n)
i = ri(h
τ(n)
i−1 ,h
τ(n−1)
i ;θi), i = 1, . . . , d, n = 1, . . . , N¯t, (37)
where ri(·, ·,θi) : Rpi−1 × Rpi → Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d denote activation functions and the latent state
at layer zero is defined from the input features such that h
τ(n)
0 = h0(ρ
τ(n)) with h0 : RNρ → Rp0 .
These recursive relationships can be expressed by a latent-variable recursion operator, which satisfies
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Figure 2: Diagram of an “unrolled” recurrent neural network with depth d = 3.
g(ρ,h, δˆf ) ≡ g(ρ,h) and is given by
g : (ρ,h;θg) 7→

r1(h0(ρ),h1;θ1)
r2(·,h2;θ2) ◦ r1(h0(ρ),h1;θ1)
...
rd(·,hd;θd) ◦ · · · ◦ r1(h0(ρ),h1;θ1)
 , (38)
where θg ≡ (θ1, . . . ,θd).
For standard RNNs, the function applied at the ith layer takes the form
ri : (hi−1,hi;θi) 7→ ζi(W i,1hi−1 +W i,2hi + bi), (39)
where θi ≡ (W i,1,W i,2, bi) ∈ Rpi×pi−1 × Rpi×pi × Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d denote the recursive weights and
biases, ζi : Rpi → Rpi , i = 1, . . . , d again denote activations (e.g., ReLU) applied elementwise, and h0
is the identity operator such that h
τ(n)
0 = ρ
τ(n), n = 1, . . . , N¯t and p0 = Nρ.
Different RNN architectures can be obtained, for example, by modifying the activation functions, the
number of latent variables, or the network depth. The LARX method can be recovered from RNN
by setting the depth d = 1 and setting ζ(·) and ζ1(·) to be the identity mappings. We consider
hyperparameters corresponding to the number of neurons at each layer and the depth of the network.
• Long short-term memory network (LSTM) (Category 3): The LSTM network [20] is a particular
type of RNN designed to capture dependencies on long-term non-local quantities. Figure 3 provides a
diagram of an “unrolled” LSTM. LSTMs are able to capture long-term non-local dependencies through
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the use of two latent variables: the hidden state and the cell state. The cell state, which is depicted as
the topmost horizontal line running through the cells in Figure 3, undergoes only minor interactions [32]:
elementwise multiplication and elementwise addition. Due to the minor changes experienced by the
cell state, it can (in principle) more easily capture long-term dependencies. The LSTM architecture is
arguably the most widely adopted RNN architecture as of this writing.
Formally, an LSTM decomposes latent variables at the ith layer as hi ≡
(
h˜i, ci
)
, where h˜i ∈ Rpi/2 and
ci ∈ Rpi/2 denote the hidden state and cell state, respectively. The deterministic regression function
for LSTMs is defined as in (36), but with elements pi/2 + 1 to pi of the weighting vector wf set to
zero so that the output depends only on h˜d.
The latent-variable recursion is also defined as in (37)–(38); however, the activations take a special
form based on the LSTM “cell”. In particular, the LSTM cell corresponds to defining the ith layer’s
function as
ri : (hi−1,hi;θi) 7→
[
rσ,i(h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,1) tanh(rcell,i(h˜i−1,hi;θi))
rcell,i(h˜i−1,hi;θi)
]
, (40)
where hi ≡ (h˜i, ci), θi ≡ (θi,1, . . . ,θi,4), and  denotes the elementwise (Hadamard) product, and
rcell,i : (h˜i−1,hi;θi) 7→ rσ,i(h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,2) ci + rσ,i(h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,3) rtanh,i(h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,4)
denotes the cell activation. Here,
rσ,i : (h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,j) 7→ σ(W i,j,1h˜i−1 +W i,j,2h˜i + bi,j), j = 1, . . . , 3
rtanh,i : (h˜i−1, h˜i;θi,4) 7→ tanh(W i,4,1h˜i−1 +W i,4,2h˜i + bi,4),
where θi,j ≡ (W i,j,1,W i,j,2, bi,j) ∈ Rpi/2×pi−1/2 ×Rpi/2×pi/2 ×Rpi/2, i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , 4 denote
the sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent operators, respectively. For LSTM, the latent state at layer zero
is defined via h0 : ρ 7→ [ρT 0T ]T such that such that h˜τ(n)0 = ρτ(n), n = 1, . . . , N¯t and p0 = 2Nρ.
Different types of LSTM networks can be constructed, e.g., by modifying the definition of the LSTM
cell. For instance, the “peephole” LSTM network can be obtained by replacing the hyperbolic tangent
function in Eq. (40) with the identity function. We consider hyperparameters corresponding to the
number of neurons pi, i = 1, . . . , d and the network depth d.
To summarize, this section outlined a variety of non-recursive and recursive regression-function models.
This exposition started with a description of the kNN and ANN regression-function models. These regression-
function models are non-recurrent and employ no latent variables; non-local effects cannot be captured with
kNN and ANN. To capture non-local effects, we introduced the ARX and ANN-I regression-function models.
Both of these models employ a single latent variable corresponding to the prediction at the previous time
instance; both methods are thus characterized by linear latent dynamics with a latent dimension of Nh = 1.
To increase the capacity of the latent-dynamics recursion, we introduced the LARX regression-function
model. Unlike ARX and ANN-I, LARX employs an arbitrary number of latent variables governed by general
linear dynamics. Finally, to further increase the capacity of the latent dynamics recursion, we introduced
the RNN and LSTM regression-function models. These methods comprise an extension of LARX as, in
addition to supporting an arbitrary number of latent variables, they allow for nonlinear latent-variable
dynamics. The regression-function models described in this section are thus characterized by the following
hierarchy of models with increasing capacity: no latent variables (kNN, ANN), one latent variable with linear
latent-variable dynamics (ARX, ANN-I), an arbitrary number of latent variables with linear latent-variable
dynamics (LARX), and an arbitrary number of latent variables with nonlinear latent-variable dynamics
(RNN, LSTM).
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tanh
<latexit sha1_base64="knuPpsoh9N48xs7UMS3JP7QRRPc=">A AAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQsugjWUE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36EjYUitv4eO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgo bm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVOtU+UjWuDsoVt+YuQNaJ l5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOyMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8M bPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+e9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVl9eJ+16zbuquQ/1SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgHprQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V 5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCUrI8P</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=" >AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6 Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+ V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHF kVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDh rQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIz FfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eF DEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMs tpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGk Jx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP 66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZuxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcB TuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8fOYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=" >AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6 Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+ V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHF kVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDh rQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIzFfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2N zaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGkJx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZuxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcBTuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8f OYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
tanh
<latexit sha1_base64="knuPpsoh9N48xs7UMS3JP7QRRPc=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQsugjWUE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36EjYUitv4eO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Eg eSeY3M39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVOtU+UjWuDsoVt+YuQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOyMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8MbPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+e9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVl9eJ+16zbuquQ/1SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgHprQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCUrI8P</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIzFfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2N zaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGkJx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZuxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcBTuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8f OYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGS dxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit> +
<latexit sha1_base64="wKpGjQkwrrHsehIHUm4fvJMqNCQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhNBEMJuPOgx6MVjRPOAZAmzk95kyOzsMjMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhu FGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c781hMqzWP5aMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VHsoX5V6x5FbcOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImqFe9mbif14nNeG1P+EySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMz+Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYdAo2BG/55VXSrFa8y4p7Xy3VbrI48nACp3AOHlxBDe6gDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDKPuNCw==</latexit>
tanh
<latexit sha1_base64="knuPpsoh9N48xs7UMS3JP7QRRPc=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQsugjWUE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36EjYUitv4eO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Eg eSeY3M39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVOtU+UjWuDsoVt+YuQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOyMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8MbPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+e9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVl9eJ+16zbuquQ/1SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgHprQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCUrI8P</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGS dxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIzFfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2N zaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGkJx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZuxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcBTuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8f OYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGS dxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit>
⇢⌧(n+1)
<latexit sha1_base64="6UC2T62hF2NAcpJF5z7OeO7oQ/A=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUqQqqSMsBYwcJYJPqQmlA5jttadezIdpCqqCsLv8LCAEKs/AEbf4PTZoCWI1k+Oude3XtPEDOqtON8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3j9oK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTj68zvPBCpqOB3ehITP0JDTgcUI22kvg0 rqRcIFqpJZD7oyZGY3qeeRkmVn7mn00rfLjs1Zwa4TNyclEGOZt/+8kKBk4hwjRlSquc6sfZTJDXFjExLXqJIjPAYDUnPUI4iovx0dskUnhglhAMhzeMaztTfHSmKVLaqqYyQHqlFLxP/83qJHlz6KeVxognH80GDhEEtYBYLDKkkWLOJIQhLanaFeIQkwtqEVzIhuIsnL5N2veae1+q39XLjKo+jCI7AMagCF1yABrgBTdACGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz7mpQUr7zkEf2B9/gCbc5mc</latexit>
⇢⌧(n)
<latexit sha1_base64="0Jfy2oHT/GOrvW28hNlVil9GGzg=">AAACB3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEJWbRIZamSMsBYwcJYJPqQmlA5jttadezIdpCqqB sLv8LCAEKs/AIbf4PTZoCWI1k+Oude3XtPEDOqtON8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3j9oK5FITFpYMCG7AVKEUU5ammpGurEkKAoY6QTj68zvPBCpqOB3ehITP0JDTgcUI22kvn1cSb1AsFBNIvNBT47E9D71NEqq/Gxa6dtlp+bMAJeJm5MyyNHs219eKHASEa4xQ0r1XCfWfoqkppiRaclLFIkRHqMh6RnKUUSUn87umM JTo4RwIKR5XMOZ+rsjRZHKFjWVEdIjtehl4n9eL9GDSz+lPE404Xg+aJAwqAXMQoEhlQRrNjEEYUnNrhCPkERYm+hKJgR38eRl0q7X3PNa/bZeblzlcRTBETgBVeCCC9AAN6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx7y0YOU9h+APrM8fryeZLA==</latexit>
⇢⌧(n 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="yY9h0mugxVq hXwAreA7LFGiDNLQ=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUqA1VSBhgrWBiLRB 9SEyrHcVurjh3ZDlIVdWXhV1gYQIiVP2Djb3DaDNByJMtH59yre+8JYkaVdpxvq7Cy ura+UdwsbW3v7O7Z+wdtJRKJSQsLJmQ3QIowyklLU81IN5YERQEjnWB8nfmdByIVF fxOT2LiR2jI6YBipI3Ut2El9QLBQjWJzAc9ORLT+9TTKKnyM/d0WunbZafmzACXiZ uTMsjR7NtfXihwEhGuMUNK9Vwn1n6KpKaYkWnJSxSJER6jIekZylFElJ/OLpnCE6OE cCCkeVzDmfq7I0WRylY1lRHSI7XoZeJ/Xi/Rg0s/pTxONOF4PmiQMKgFzGKBIZUEa zYxBGFJza4Qj5BEWJvwSiYEd/HkZdKu19zzWv22Xm5c5XEUwRE4BlXgggvQADegCV oAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tGDlPYfgD6zPH56DmZ4=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIzFfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLY CJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd 1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGkJx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZ uxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcBTuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8fOYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
tanh
<latexit sha1_base64="knuPpsoh9N48xs7UMS3JP7QRRPc=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzFQsugjWUE8wHJEfY2e8 mSvb1jd04IR36EjYUitv4eO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3M39zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVOtU+UjWuDsoVt+YuQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0 YgbP1ucOyMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8MbPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+e9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVl9eJ+16zbuquQ/1SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgHprQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCUrI8P</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZeL6dzYTYNYMg8YlyIzFfAVrbjw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLY CJ4CrvxoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMh81hnZoWw5Ce8eFDEq7/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bW1vf2NzaLuwUd/f2Dw5LR8cto1JNaJMornQnwoZyJmnTMstpJ9EUi4jTdjS+nfntJ6oNU/LBThIaCjyULGYEWyd 1Kj3DhgJX+qWyX/XnQKskyEkZcjT6pa/eQJFUUGkJx8Z0Az+xYYa1ZYTTabGXGppgMsZD2nVUYkFNmM3vnaJzpwxQrLQradFc/T2RYWHMRESuU2A7MsveTPzP66Y2vg4zJpPUUkkWi+KUI6vQ7Hk0YJoSyyeOYKKZ uxWREdaYWBdR0YUQLL+8Slq1anBZ9e9r5fpNHkcBTuEMLiCAK6jDHTSgCQQ4PMMrvHmP3ov37n0sWte8fOYE/sD7/AFW349/</latexit>
⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt 5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8Vean hC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit > +
<latexit sha1_base64="wKpGjQkwrrHsehIHUm4fvJMqNCQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhNBEMJuPOgx6MVjRPOAZAmzk95kyOzsMjMrhJ BP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c781hMqzWP5aMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VHsoX5V6x5FbcOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6Imq Fe9mbif14nNeG1P+EySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMz+Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYdAo2BG/55VXSrFa8y4p7Xy3VbrI48nACp3AOHlxBDe6gDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDKPuNCw==</latexit>
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⇥<latexit sha1_base64="rVg870NGhSrqECnr4Rx8jU1MiTA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYiJYhbtYaBm0sYxgPiA5wt5mL1myt3fuzgnhyJ+wsVDE1r9j579xk1yhiQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpumTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGS dxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilTqWHIuKm0i+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRe0WP5vfOyXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2fNkIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoY2oaEPwll9eJa1a1busuve1cv0mj6MAp3AGF+DBFdThDhrQBAYSnuEV3pxH58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBwvI+Q</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n+1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="cAsK94dr1umeI0Is9uuHiWmffJU=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJWKkKqkDDBWsDAWiT6kJlSO47ZWHSeyb5CqqF/Awq+wMIAQKzMbf4PbZoCWI1k+Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0lGiKGvSSESq4xPNBJesCRwE68SKkdAXrO2Prqd++4EpzSN5B+OYeSEZSN7nlICReoVyyQUuApa6fiQCPQ 7Nh4eTXu0+dYEkFXnmnE5KvULRrtoz4GXiZKSIMjR6hS83iGgSMglUEK27jh2DlxIFnAo2ybuJZjGhIzJgXUMlCZn20tk5E1w2SoD7kTJPAp6pvztSEurppqYyJDDUi95U/M/rJtC/9FIu4wSYpPNB/URgiPA0GxxwxSiIsSGEKm52xXRIFKFgEsybEJzFk5dJq1Z1zqv2ba1Yv8riyKFjdIIqyEEXqI5uUAM1EUWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PeemKlfUcoT+wPn8AP7mbjg==</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="40oIp5zD8RK2CV+zCXxgUorjAKs=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtEhlqZIywFjBwlgk+pCaUjmO01p1nMi+QaqifAALv8LCAEKsfAAbf4PT doCWK1k+Oudc3XuPFwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1lGiKGvRSESq6xHNBJesBRwE68aKkdATrOONr3O988CU5pG8g0nM+iEZSh5wSsBQg1K54gIXPktdLxK+noTmw6NsUL9PXSBJVZ5lFeOya/a08DJw5qCM5tUclL5cP6JJyCRQQbTuOXYM/ZQo4FSwrOgmmsWEjsmQ9QyUJGS6n06PyfCpYXwcRMo8CXjK/u5ISajzPY0zJDDSi1pO/qf1Eggu+ymXcQJM 0tmgIBEYIpwng32uGAUxMYBQxc2umI6IIhRMfkUTgrN48jJo12vOec2+rZcbV/M4CugYnaAqctAFaqAb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tjZl2x5j1H6E9Znz9P1Zse</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n 1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="V5CMFIAIVCEgpwiz+abnPOQ+Kq8=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJXKQJWUAcYKFsYi0YfUhMpx3Naq40T2DVIV9Qt Y+BUWBhBiZWbjb3DbDNByJMtH59yre+/xY8E12Pa3tbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1gYNgnVgxEvqCtf3R9dRvPzCleSTvYBwzLyQDyfucEjBSr1AuucBFwFLXj0Sgx6H58HDSq92nLpCkIs+c00mpVyjaVXsGvEycjBRRhkav8OUGEU1CJoEKonXXsWPwUqKAU8EmeTfRLCZ0RAasa6gkIdN eOjtngstGCXA/UuZJwDP1d0dKQj3d1FSGBIZ60ZuK/3ndBPqXXsplnACTdD6onwgMEZ5mgwOuGAUxNoRQxc2umA6JIhRMgnkTgrN48jJp1arOedW+rRXrV1kcOXSMTlAFOegC1dENaqAmougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxL12xsp4j9AfW5w9CyZuQ</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n 1)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="b9HUPCJGmk9PFrATmQxlz1F7oOk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJXKQJWUAcYKFsYi0YfUhMpx3Naq40T2DVIV9QtY+BUWBhBiZWbjb 3DbDNByJMtH59yre+/xY8E12Pa3tbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1gYNgnVgxEvqCtf3R9dRvPzCleSTvYBwzLyQDyfucEjBSr1AuucBFwFLXj0Sgx6H58HDSc+5TF0hSkWfO6aTUKxTtqj0DXiZORoooQ6NX+HKDiCYhk0AF0brr2DF4KVHAqWCTvJtoFhM6IgPWNVSSkGkvnZ0zwWWjBLgfKfMk4Jn6uyMloZ5uaipDAkO96E3F/7x uAv1LL+UyToBJOh/UTwSGCE+zwQFXjIIYG0Ko4mZXTIdEEQomwbwJwVk8eZm0alXnvGrf1or1qyyOHDpGJ6iCHHSB6ugGNVATUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYl65YWc8R+gPr8wdBOJuP</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="TtuAcrcHYKAfPlhrT3WYWwDrdQc=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtEhlqZIywFjBwlgk+pCaUDmO21p1nMi+QaqifgALv8LCAEKsfAAbf4PT ZoCWK1k+Oudc3XuPHwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1lGiKGvRSESq6xPNBJesBRwE68aKkdAXrOOPrzO988CU5pG8g0nMvJAMJR9wSsBQ/VK54gIXAUtdPxKBnoTmw6Np37lPXSBJVZ5NK8Zl1+xZ4WXg5KCM8mr2S19uENEkZBKoIFr3HDsGLyUKOBVsWnQTzWJCx2TIegZKEjLtpbNjpvjUMAEeRMo8CXjG/u5ISaizPY0zJDDSi1pG/qf1EhhceimXcQJM 0vmgQSIwRDhLBgdcMQpiYgChiptdMR0RRSiY/IomBGfx5GXQrtec85p9Wy83rvI4CugYnaAqctAFaqAb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tjbl2x8p4j9Keszx9ORpsd</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n+1)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="yNiwJEykAg3WKVl7wj6rmIKVm7g=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJWKkKqkDDBWsDAWiT6kJlSO47ZWHSeyb5CqqF/Awq+wMIAQKzMbf4PbZoCWI1k+Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0lGiKGvSSESq4xPNBJesCRwE68SKkdAXrO2Prqd++4EpzSN5B+OYeSEZSN7nlICReoVyyQUuApa6fiQCPQ 7Nh4eTnnOfukCSijxzTielXqFoV+0Z8DJxMlJEGRq9wpcbRDQJmQQqiNZdx47BS4kCTgWb5N1Es5jQERmwrqGShEx76eycCS4bJcD9SJknAc/U3x0pCfV0U1MZEhjqRW8q/ud1E+hfeimXcQJM0vmgfiIwRHiaDQ64YhTE2BBCFTe7YjokilAwCeZNCM7iycukVas651X7tlasX2Vx5NAxOkEV5KALVEc3qIGaiKJH9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHvHTFynqO0B9Ynz8+KJuN</latexit>
c
⌧(n+1)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="XY92Vtn6fLWmdKDLgF6+pnNXFOE=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBixapCKlKygBjBQtjkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20Gqoows/AoLAwix8gls/A1O2wEKR7J8dM69uvceP2FUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXlXEqMOngmMWi7yNJGOWko6hipJ8IgiKfkZ4/vir83j0Rksb8Vk0S4kZoyG lIMVJa8szDWub4MQvkJNIfxLln32WOQmmdn9onec0zq1bDmgL+JfacVMEcbc/8dIIYpxHhCjMk5cC2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAYDclAU44iIt1sekgOj7USwDAW+nEFp+rPjgxFsthUV0ZIjeSiV4j/eYNUhRduRnmSKsLxbFCYMqhiWKQCAyoIVmyiCcKC6l0hHiGBsNLZVXQI9uLJf0m32bDPGtZNs9q6nMdRBgfgCNSBDc5BC1yDNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge+z0pIx79kHv2B8fANX2pje</latexit>
c
⌧(n)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="AzJVtgrVsFEABMR3JZUQEEbJWlo=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEhWbRIZamSMsBYwcJYJPqQmhA5jttadZzIdpCqKBMLv8LCAEKsfAMbf4PTZoCWI1k+Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLR95EkjHLSUVQx0o8F QaHPSM+fXOd+74EISSN+p6YxcUM04nRIMVJa8szjWur4EQvkNNQfxJln36eOQkmdn2U1z6xaDWsGuEzsglRBgbZnfjlBhJOQcIUZknJgW7FyUyQUxYxkFSeRJEZ4gkZkoClHIZFuOjsjg6daCeAwEvpxBWfq744UhTLfU1eGSI3lopeL/3mDRA0v3ZTyOFGE4/mgYcKgimCeCQyoIFixqSYIC6p3hXiMBMJKJ1fRIdiLJy+TbrNhnzes22a1dVXEUQZH4ATUgQ0uQAvcgDboAAwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf89KSUfQcgj8wPn8AbPaYbg==</latexit>
c
⌧(n 1)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="2O49HjVTZlgZ6YdPcJXb3GFAc8c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBixapDFRJGWCsYGEsEn1ITYgcx2 mtOk5kO0hVlJGFX2FhACFWPoGNv8FpO0DhSJaPzrlX997jJ4xKZVlfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/e6Mk4FJh0cs1j0fSQJo5x0FFWM9BNBUOQz0vPHV4XfuydC0pjfqklC3AgNOQ0pRkpLnnlYyxw/ZoGcRPqDOPfsu8xRKK3zU/skr3lm1WpYU8C/xJ6TKpij7ZmfThDjNCJcYYak HNhWotwMCUUxI3nFSSVJEB6jIRloylFEpJtND8nhsVYCGMZCP67gVP3ZkaFIFpvqygipkVz0CvE/b5Cq8MLNKE9SRTieDQpTBlUMi1RgQAXBik00QVhQvSvEIyQQVjq7ig7BXjz5L+k2G/ZZw7ppVluX8zjK4AAcgTqwwTlogWvQBh2AwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03431WWjLmPfvgF4yPb1 rqmOA=</latexit>
c
⌧(n 1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="QotvrbTrMu2GR3bg2XraobUKSY0=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBixapDFRJGWCsYGEsEn1ITY gcx2mtOk5kO0hVlJGFX2FhACFWPoGNv8FpO0DhSJaPzrlX997jJ4xKZVlfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/e6Mk4FJh0cs1j0fSQJo5x0FFWM9BNBUOQz0vPHV4XfuydC0pjfqklC3AgNOQ0pRkpLnnlYyxw/ZoGcRPqDOPead5mjUFrnp/ZJXvPMqtWwpoB/iT0nVTBH2zM/nS DGaUS4wgxJObCtRLkZEopiRvKKk0qSIDxGQzLQlKOISDebHpLDY60EMIyFflzBqfqzI0ORLDbVlRFSI7noFeJ/3iBV4YWbUZ6kinA8GxSmDKoYFqnAgAqCFZtogrCgeleIR0ggrHR2FR2CvXjyX9JtNuyzhnXTrLYu53GUwQE4AnVgg3PQAtegDToAgwfwBF7Aq/FoPBtvx vustGTMe/bBLxgf31x7mOE=</latexit>
c
⌧(n)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="h3iWiznAXaTmy0tC30fANJfsSck=">AAACBnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgBEhWbRIZamSMsBYwcJYJPqQmhA5jttadZzIdpCqKBMLv8LCAEKsfAMbf4PTZoCWI1k+Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLR95EkjHLSUVQx0o8F QaHPSM+fXOd+74EISSN+p6YxcUM04nRIMVJa8szjWur4EQvkNNQfxJnXvE8dhZI6P8tqnlm1GtYMcJnYBamCAm3P/HKCCCch4QozJOXAtmLlpkgoihnJKk4iSYzwBI3IQFOOQiLddHZGBk+1EsBhJPTjCs7U3x0pCmW+p64MkRrLRS8X//MGiRpeuinlcaIIx/NBw4RBFcE8ExhQQbBiU00QFlTvCvEYCYSVTq6iQ7AXT14m3WbDPm9Yt81q66qIowyOwAmoAxtcgBa4AW3QARg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+5qUlo+g5BH9gfP4AboWYbw==</latexit>
c
⌧(n+1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="nTxvsV+B7CxXy9zWJ4YcTdggBTI=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBixapCKlKygBjBQtjkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20Gqoows/AoLAwix8gls/A1O2wEKR7J8dM69uvceP2FUKsv6MkpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvXlXEqMOngmMWi7yNJGOWko6hipJ8IgiKfkZ4/vir83j0Rksb8Vk0S4kZoyG lIMVJa8szDWub4MQvkJNIfxLnXvMschdI6P7VP8ppnVq2GNQX8S+w5qYI52p756QQxTiPCFWZIyoFtJcrNkFAUM5JXnFSSBOExGpKBphxFRLrZ9JAcHmslgGEs9OMKTtWfHRmKZLGproyQGslFrxD/8wapCi/cjPIkVYTj2aAwZVDFsEgFBlQQrNhEE4QF1btCPEICYaWzq+gQ7MWT/5Jus2GfNaybZrV1OY+jDA7AEagDG5yDFrgGbdABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M95npSVj3rMPfsH4+AZZa5jf</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n 1)
1
<latexit sha1_base64="b9HUPCJGmk9PFrATmQxlz1F7oOk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJXKQJWUAcYKFsYi0YfUhMpx3Naq40T2DVIV9Qt Y+BUWBhBiZWbjb3DbDNByJMtH59yre+/xY8E12Pa3tbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1gYNgnVgxEvqCtf3R9dRvPzCleSTvYBwzLyQDyfucEjBSr1AuucBFwFLXj0Sgx6H58HDSc+5TF0hSkWfO6aTUKxTtqj0DXiZORoooQ6NX+HKDiCYhk0AF0brr2DF4KVHAqWCTvJtoFhM6IgPWNVSSkGk vnZ0zwWWjBLgfKfMk4Jn6uyMloZ5uaipDAkO96E3F/7xuAv1LL+UyToBJOh/UTwSGCE+zwQFXjIIYG0Ko4mZXTIdEEQomwbwJwVk8eZm0alXnvGrf1or1qyyOHDpGJ6iCHHSB6ugGNVATUfSIntErerOerBfr3fqYl65YWc8R+gPr8wdBOJuP</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n 1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="V5CMFIAIVCEgpwiz+abnPOQ+Kq8=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJXKQJWUAcYKFsYi0YfUhMpx3Naq40T2DVIV9QtY+BUWBhBiZWbjb 3DbDNByJMtH59yre+/xY8E12Pa3tbK6tr6xmdvKb+/s7u0XDg5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1gYNgnVgxEvqCtf3R9dRvPzCleSTvYBwzLyQDyfucEjBSr1AuucBFwFLXj0Sgx6H58HDSq92nLpCkIs+c00mpVyjaVXsGvEycjBRRhkav8OUGEU1CJoEKonXXsWPwUqKAU8EmeTfRLCZ0RAasa6gkIdNeOjtngstGCXA/UuZJwDP1d0dKQj3d1FSGBIZ60ZuK/3n dBPqXXsplnACTdD6onwgMEZ5mgwOuGAUxNoRQxc2umA6JIhRMgnkTgrN48jJp1arOedW+rRXrV1kcOXSMTlAFOegC1dENaqAmougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxL12xsp4j9AfW5w9CyZuQ</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="40oIp5zD8RK2CV+zCXxgUorjAKs=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtEhlqZIywFjBwlgk+pCaUjmO01p1nMi+QaqifAALv8LCAEKsfAAbf4PTdoCWK1k+Oudc3XuPFwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1lGiKGvRSESq6xHNBJesBRwE68aKkdATrOONr3O988CU5 pG8g0nM+iEZSh5wSsBQg1K54gIXPktdLxK+noTmw6NsUL9PXSBJVZ5lFeOya/a08DJw5qCM5tUclL5cP6JJyCRQQbTuOXYM/ZQo4FSwrOgmmsWEjsmQ9QyUJGS6n06PyfCpYXwcRMo8CXjK/u5ISajzPY0zJDDSi1pO/qf1Eggu+ymXcQJM0tmgIBEYIpwng32uGAUxMYBQxc2umI6IIhRMfkUTgrN48jJo12vOec2+rZcbV/M4CugYnaAqctAFaqAb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tjZl2x5j1H6E9Znz9P1Zse</latexit>
h˜
⌧(n+1)
2
<latexit sha1_base64="cAsK94dr1umeI0Is9uuHiWmffJU=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMLJYtJWKkKqkDDBWsDAWiT6kJlSO47ZWHSeyb5CqqF/Awq+wMIAQKzMbf4PbZoCWI1k+Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDY0lGiKGvSSESq4xPNBJesCRwE68SKkdAXrO2Prqd++4EpzSN5B+OYeSEZSN7nlICReoVyyQUuApa6fiQCPQ 7Nh4eTXu0+dYEkFXnmnE5KvULRrtoz4GXiZKSIMjR6hS83iGgSMglUEK27jh2DlxIFnAo2ybuJZjGhIzJgXUMlCZn20tk5E1w2SoD7kTJPAp6pvztSEurppqYyJDDUi95U/M/rJtC/9FIu4wSYpPNB/URgiPA0GxxwxSiIsSGEKm52xXRIFKFgEsybEJzFk5dJq1Z1zqv2ba1Yv8riyKFjdIIqyEEXqI5uUAM1EUWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PeemKlfUcoT+wPn8AP7mbjg==</latexit>
 ˆ
⌧(n+1)
f
<latexit sha1_base64="KnY9IeaRneowgiywJyDQml84NPo=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShEhLAbCy2DNpYRTBSyMdydnTVDZmeXmbtCWPILNv6KjYUitnZ2/o2TR+HrwDCHc+7l3nuCVAqDrvvpFObmFxaXisulldW19Y3y5lbbJJlmvMUSmejrAAyXQvEWCpT8OtUc4kDyq2BwNvav7rg2IlGXOEx5N4ZbJSLBAK3UK1f3/D5g7geJDM0wth/1Qy4RRr3oJvcRsqo69A5Ge71yxa 25E9C/xJuRCpmh2St/+GHCspgrZBKM6Xhuit0cNAom+ajkZ4anwAZwyzuWKoi56eaTi0Z03yohjRJtn0I6Ub935BCb8bq2Mgbsm9/eWPzP62QYnXRzodIMuWLTQVEmKSZ0HA8NheYM5dASYFrYXSnrgwaGNsSSDcH7ffJf0q7XvKNa/aJeaZzO4iiSHbJLqsQjx6RBzkmTtAgj9+SRPJMX58F5cl6dt2lpwZn1bJMfcN6/AO88nQs=</latexit>
 ˆ
⌧(n)
f
<latexit sha1_base64="zetIe6O9U+X82Dd70vkyhYE4LMA=">AAACD3icbVA9T8MwEHX4pnwVGFksCqgsVVIGGBEsjEWiLVJTqovjtBaOE9kXpCrqP2Dhr7AwgBArK xv/BvdjgJYnWX56705394JUCoOu++3MzS8sLi2vrBbW1jc2t4rbOw2TZJrxOktkom8DMFwKxesoUPLbVHOIA8mbwf3l0G8+cG1Eom6wn/J2DF0lIsEArdQpHh34PcDcDxIZmn5sP+qHXCIMOtFd7iNkZXU8OOgUS27FHYHOEm9CSmSCWqf45YcJy2KukEkwpuW5KbZz0CiY5IOCnxmeAruHLm9ZqiDmpp2P7hnQQ6uENEq0fQrpSP3dkUNshsvayhi wZ6a9ofif18owOmvnQqUZcsXGg6JMUkzoMBwaCs0Zyr4lwLSwu1LWAw0MbYQFG4I3ffIsaVQr3kmlel0tnV9M4lghe2SflIlHTsk5uSI1UieMPJJn8krenCfnxXl3Psalc86kZ5f8gfP5A/ySnJs=</latexit>
 ˆ
⌧(n 1)
f
<latexit sha1_base64="GtMtLJJxN6OILRDLUDSHaUwv2gM=">AAACEXicbVC7TgMxEPSFVwivACWNRUAKBdFdKKCMoKEMEglIuRDt+XzEis93sveQolN+gYZfoaEAIV o6Ov4G51HwGsnyaGZXuztBKoVB1/10CnPzC4tLxeXSyura+kZ5c6ttkkwz3mKJTPR1AIZLoXgLBUp+nWoOcSD5VTA4G/tXd1wbkahLHKa8G8OtEpFggFbqlat7fh8w94NEhmYY24/6IZcIo150k/sIWVUdegejvV654tbcCehf4s1IhczQ7JU//DBhWcwVMgnGdDw3xW4OGgWTfFTyM8NTYAO45R1LFcTcdPPJRSO6b5WQRom2TyGdqN87cojNeF1bG QP2zW9vLP7ndTKMTrq5UGmGXLHpoCiTFBM6joeGQnOGcmgJMC3srpT1QQNDG2LJhuD9Pvkvaddr3lGtflGvNE5ncRTJDtklVeKRY9Ig56RJWoSRe/JInsmL8+A8Oa/O27S04Mx6tskPOO9f8kydDQ==</latexit>
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Figure 3: Diagram for a deterministic regression-function model utilizing the LSTM architecture with a depth of
d = 2. Figure concept adopted from Ref. [32].
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3.1.5. Regression-function training
To train a regression model, we employ a validation procedure consisting of two loops: the outer loop
modifies hyperparameters characterizing the model, while the inner loop computes optimal model parameters
θ?f and θ
?
g via optimization executing on the training set Ttrain given fixed hyperparameter values. The final
model is chosen based on hyperparameter values that yield the smallest MSE on the validation set Tval. In
the case of limited data, this process can be replaced by executing cross-validation within the training set
Ttrain; this obviates the need for an independent validation set Tval.
The inner-loop optimization problem depends on the category within which the regression model falls.1
1. For regression models in Category 1, we compute optimal model parameters θ?f as the solution to the
minimization problem
minimize
θf
∑
µ∈Dtrain
∑
n∈Ttrain
∥∥∥δn(µ)− fˆ(ρn(µ);θf )∥∥∥2
2
+ κf (θf ), (41)
where κf (·) ∈ R+ is a regularization operator, e.g., LASSO, ridge, elastic–net. We note that op-
timization problem (41) is nonrecursive, as the prediction at one time instance does not affect the
objective-function contribution associated with the prediction at the next time instance.
2. For regression models in Category 2, we can train the models in one of two ways. The first approach
is non-recursive in nature and computes the optimal model parameters θ?f as the solution to the
minimization problem
minimize
θf
∑
µ∈Dtrain
|Ttrain|∑
n=1
∥∥∥δτ(n)(µ)− fˆ(ρτ(n)(µ), δτ(n−1)(µ);θf )∥∥∥2
2
+ κf (θf ). (42)
Because the actual error δτ(n−1)(µ) from the training data is employed as the second argument in fˆ
rather than the predicted value δˆ
τ(n−1)
f (which is the actual value of the hidden state), the optimization
problem (42) is non-recursive. We refer to this approach as non-recursive training (NRT).
3. Finally, regression models in either Category 2 and Category 3 can be trained via a dynamics-
constrained recursive training strategy. In this approach, the optimal weights θ?f and θ
?
g are the
solution to the problem
minimize
θf ,θg
∑
µ∈Dtrain
∑
n∈Ttrain
∥∥∥δn(µ)− fˆ(ρn(µ),hn(µ);θf )∥∥∥2
2
+ κf (θf ) + κg(θg)
subject to hτ(n)(µ) = g(ρτ(n)(µ),hτ(n−1)(µ), δˆτ(n−1)f (µ);θg), µ ∈ Dtrain, n = 1, . . . , |Ttrain|,
(43)
where κg(·) ∈ R+ is a regularization operator and the latent-variable dynamics appear explicitly as
constraints. In this approach, the prediction δˆ
τ(n−1)
f (µ) does affect the contribution to the objective
function at time instance τ(n) and parameters µ through the constraints. Thus, this formulation
reflects the recursive nature of the regression model and can enable more accurate long-time predictions
at the expense of more computationally expensive training. We refer to this approach as recursive
training (RT). We note that the “backpropagation through time” (BPTT) method [31, 40, 17] is a
popular approach for solving the minimization problem 43. We additionally note that for models in
Category 2, problem (43) can be derived by substituting δτ(n−1)(µ)← δˆτ(n−1)f (µ) in problem (42).
1We note that kNN is characterized by only hyperparameters and thus the inner loop does not require solving an optimization
problem.
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Description Noise Distribution Time-dependent
Stationary Gaussian Gaussian No
Stationary Laplacian Laplacian No
Autoregressive 1 (AR1) Gaussian Yes
Table 3: Summary of considered noise models.
In the outer loop, for each candidate value of the hyperparameters, optimization problem (41), (42), or
(43) is solved for parameters θ?f and θ
?
g, and the resulting model is evaluated on the validation set Tval. For
regression models in Category 1, we evaluate the validation criterion∑
µ∈Dval
∑
n∈Tval
∥∥∥δn(µ)− fˆ(ρn(µ);θ?f )∥∥∥2
2
, (44)
while for methods in Category 2 or Category 3, we evaluate the validation criterion∑
µ∈Dval
∑
n∈Tval
∥∥∥δn(µ)− fˆ(ρn(µ),hn(µ);θ?f )∥∥∥2
2
, (45)
where the dynamics of the latent variables are defined as hτ(n)(µ) = g(ρτ(n)(µ),hτ(n−1)(µ), δˆτ(n−1)f (µ);θ
?
g),
µ ∈ Dval, n = 1, . . . , |Tval|. For each regression model, the hyperparameter values yielding the smallest
validation-criterion value are selected.
3.1.6. Noise model
We now describe Step 4 of the proposed framework: training the stochastic noise model δˆn (µ) of the form
(29). While complex noise models could be considered in principle, for the sake of simplicity, we consider
here only three types of noise models: a homoscedastic Gaussian model, a homoscedastic Laplacian model,
and an autoregressive model.
• Stationary Gaussian homoscedastic noise model: Arguably, the simplest way to quantify the
discrepancy between the error model and the true error is to assume the errors to be uncorrelated,
Gaussian, stationary, and homoscedastic. The resulting error model is independent of the prediction
at the previous time instance such that ˆ(δˆ, ) ≡ ˆ() with
ˆ :  7→ , (46)
and defining n ∈ V, n ∈ T as a sequence of independent and identically distributed mean-zero Gaussian
random variables, i.e.,
n ∼ N (0, σ2), n ∈ T. (47)
This model does not have any latent variables and requires estimating only the variance parameter σ2.
• Stationary Laplacian homoscedastic noise model: This approach is similar to the Gaussian
model, but instead models the random variables as Laplacian, i.e., (46) holds with
n ∼ L(0, b), n ∈ T,
where b > 0 denotes the diversity, which must be estimated. Again, this error model does not require
any input features or latent variables.
• Autoregressive Gaussian homoscedastic discrepancy model: Finally, we consider an autore-
gressive noise model, as we expect errors to display time correlations. We refer to this model as AR1.
The model is given by
ˆ : (δˆ, ) 7→ cδˆ + ,
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where c ∈ R is a model constant, and defining n ∈ V, n ∈ T as a sequence of independent and
identically distributed mean-zero Gaussian random variables such that (47) holds. This method re-
quires estimating the parameters c and σ2. The auto-regressive model produces a series of (correlated)
mean-zero Gaussian distributions where the variance at time-instance τ(n) is defined recursively as
στ(n) :=
√√√√σ2 + n−1∑
i=1
(cστ(i))2, n = 1, . . . , N¯t. (48)
3.1.7. Noise-model training
The stationary Gaussian, stationary Laplacian, and AR1 noise models require specification of the pa-
rameters σ2, b, and (c, σ2), respectively. We compute these parameters via maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) on a training set Ttrain, ⊆ Ttest, and evaluate the performance of the noise model on a test set
Ttest, ⊆ Ttest, where Ttrain, ∩ Ttest, = ∅ and
Ttrain, := T (Dtrain,,Ttrain,), Ttest, := T (Dtest,,Ttest,). (49)
In this work, we employ Dtrain,,Dtest, ⊆ Dtest with Dtrain, ∩ Dtest, = ∅ and Dtrain, ∪ Dtest, = Dtest with
Ttrain, = Ttest, = T. For the stationary Gaussian model, the MLE estimate for σ2 is given by
σ2MLE =
1
|Ttrain,|
∑
µ∈Dtrain,
∑
n∈Ttrain,
(δn(µ)− δˆnf (µ))2. (50)
For the stationary Laplacian model, the MLE estimate for b is given by
bMLE =
1
|Ttrain,|
∑
µ∈Dtrain,
∑
n∈Ttrain,
|δn(µ)− δˆnf (µ)|. (51)
Lastly, for the AR1 model, the MLE estimates for the parameters are given by
cMLE =
∑
µ∈Dtrain,
∑|Ttrain,|
n=1 (δ
τ(n−1)(µ)− δˆτ(n−1)f (µ))(δτ(n)(µ)− δˆτ(n)f (µ))∑
µ∈Dtrain,
∑|Ttrain,|
n=1 (δ
τ(n−1)(µ)− δˆτ(n−1)f (µ))2
,
σ2MLE =
1
|Ttrain,|
∑
µ∈Dtrain,
|Ttrain,|∑
n=1
(cMLEδˆ
τ(n−1)
 (µ)− (δτ(n)(µ)− δˆτ(n)f (µ)))2.
(52)
4. Numerical Experiments
This section investigates the performance of the proposed T-MLEM methods. In particular, we consider
all combinations of the 13 feature-engineering methods reported in Table 1 with the 7 deterministic regression
function models listed in Table 2. For the regression methods in Category 2 (i.e., ARX and ANN-I), we
construct two separate regression-function models: one using non-recursive training (NRT) and one using
recursive training (RT) as described in Section 3.1.5. In total, we consider 117 candidate T-MLEM methods.
We also compare the performance of the T-MLEM methods with that achieved by time-local Gaussian-
process (GP) regression in parameter space [34]; Appendix C describes this method in detail.
We consider three examples. The first two examples employ approximate solutions generated by a
ROM constructed via Galerkin projection (as discussed in Section 2.1.3), while the third example considers
approximate solutions generated by a coarse-mesh lower-fidelity model (as discussed in Section 2.1.2).
4.1. Implementation and model evaluation details
We now provide details on the implementation of the machine-learning regression methods, training
algorithms, hyperparameter grids, and evaluation metrics.
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4.1.1. Training and model selection of machine learning algorithms
We implement k-nearest neighbors and GP regression algorithms with Scikit-learn [37], and all other
machine-learning regression methods with Keras [10]. We employ the following workflow to train and test
all machine-learning regression models:
1. Define the coarse time grid T on which regression methods will operate.
2. Define the training set Ttrain, validation set Tval, and test set Ttest according to (30) with Ttrain = Tval =
Ttest = T and Dtrain, Dval, and Dtest generated by drawing independent samples of the parameters
µ ∼ U(D), where U(·) denotes the uniform distribution. We ensure that |Ttrain| = 4|Tval| (i.e., we
employ an 80/20 split between training and validation).
• For Feature 5, Feature 6, and Feature 7, additionally extract the residual training set Tr,train from
Dtrain and Ttrain according to (31).
3. Standardize features and responses according to their respective means and variances on the training
set Ttrain.
4. Define the hyperparameter grid for each considered regression model.
5. For each value of the hyperparameters, train the regression model by solving optimization problem
(41), (42), or (43), depending on the category of the method. For the ARX, LARX, ANN, ANN-I,
RNN, and LSTM models, we employ the Adam algorithm [26] with early stopping (assessed on a 20%
holdout set) for this purpose. For regression methods employing the recursive training (RT) approach,
as described in Section 3.1.5, BPTT is used to solve the optimization problem. Within the optimization
problems, we employ ridge regularization such that κf (·) ≡ α‖ ·‖22 and κg(·) ≡ α‖ ·‖22, where α ∈ R+ is
a regularization hyperparameter. As the Adam algorithm is stochastic, each model is trained 20 times.
6. For each regression method, select the model—which corresponds to one value of the hyperparameters
and one execution of the Adam algorithm—by evaluating validation criterion (44) or (45), depending
on the category of the method.
7. Define the noise training set Ttrain, and test set Ttest, according to (49) with Ttrain, = Ttest, = T,
Dtrain, drawn randomly from Dtest, and Dtest, = Dtest \ Dtrain,.
8. Train stochastic noise models corresponding to a stationary Gaussian, stationary Laplacian, or AR1
via (50), (51), and (52), respectively.
9. Evaluate the trained noise models using statistical validation criteria (e.g., empirical prediction inter-
vals, Komolgorov–Smirnov test) on the test set Ttest,.
As discussed in Section 3.1.5, the validation procedure described in steps 5–6 could be replaced with a
cross-validation process.
4.1.2. Hyperparameter grid and optimization
We now describe the specific hyperparameter grid employed by each considered regression method as
defined in step 4.
• k-nearest neighbors (kNN): The hyperparameters for kNN correspond to the number of neighbors
k, and the definition of the weights w. We employ the hyperparameter grid
(k,weighting function) ∈ {1, . . . , 5} × {uniform, Euclidean distance}.
• Artificial neural network (ANN): The hyperparameters for ANN correspond to the network depth
d and the number of neurons per layer p, which we set to be constant such that pi = p, i = 1, . . . , d. We
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also consider the regularization parameter α that appears in ridge regularization terms κf (·) ≡ α‖ · ‖22
and κg(·) ≡ α‖ · ‖22 as a hyperparameter. We employ the hyperparameter grid
(d, p, α) ∈ {1, 2} × {10, 25, 50, 100} × {10−i}5i=1.
Listing 1 provides the Python code for the Keras implementation of this method.
• Autoregressive with exogenous inputs (ARX): Because we consider only ARX(1,1) methods,
the only hyperparameter for this technique is the regularization parameter α; we employ the hyperpa-
rameter grid
α ∈ {10−i}5i=1.
We construct ARX models using both the NRT and RT approaches (see Section 3.1.5). We refer to
the resulting models as ARX (NRT) and ARX (RT). Listing 2 provides the Python code for the Keras
implementation of ARX (RT).
• Integrated artificial neural network (ANN-I): For ANN-I, we employ the same hyperparameter
grid as for ANN. As with ARX, we construct two different ANN-I models: one with NRT and one
with RT. We refer to the resulting models as ANN-I (NRT) and ANN-I (RT). Listing 3 provides the
Python code for the Keras implementation of ANN-I (RT).
• Latent autoregressive with exogenous inputs (LARX): The hyperparameter for LARX is the
number of latent variables Nh. We also consider the regularization term α and employ the hyperpa-
rameter grid
(Nh, α) ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100} × {10−i}5i=1.
Listing 4 provides the Python code for the Keras implementation of LARX.
• Recurrent Neural Network (RNN): For RNN, we employ the same hyperparameter grid as for
ANN. Listing 5 reports the Python code used to develop the RNNs used in this work; we employ Keras’
SimpleRNN cell.
• Long short-term memory Network (LSTM): For LSTM, we employ the same hyper-parameter
grid as for ANN. Listing 6 gives the Python code used to develop the LSTM networks in this work; we
employ Keras’ LSTM cell.
• GP Regression: GP regression is characterized by one hyperparameter: the noise magnitude λ. We
employ the hyperparameter grid
λ ∈ {10−8+ 8(i−1)19 }20i=1.
Additionally, for feature methods employing the principal components of the residual or residual samples, the
number of principal components nr and number of residual samples ns can be viewed as hyperparameters.
Here, we employ nr = ns, where nr is determined such that the retained singular values associated with
the truncated residual principal components contain 99% of the total statistical energy (see, e.g., Ref. [9,
Appendix A]).
4.1.3. Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the performance of the deterministic regression-function models, we employ the fraction of
variance unexplained (FVU) computed on the test set Ttest, which is given by
FVU := 1− r2,
where the coefficient of determination is defined as
r2 := 1−
∑
n∈Ttest,µ∈Dtest(δˆ
n
f (µ)− δn(µ))2∑
n∈Ttest,µ∈Dtest
(
δn(µ)− δ)2 ,
where the mean response is δ := 1/|Ttest|
∑
n∈Ttest,µ∈Dtest δ
n(µ).
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4.2. Example 1: Advection–diffusion equation with projection-based reduced-order model
The first example considers the advection–diffusion equation and approximate solutions generated by a
POD–Galerkin reduced-order model. The governing PDE is
∂
∂t
u(x, t) + µ1
∂
∂x
u(x, t) = µ2
∂2
∂x2
u(x, t), u(0, t) = u(2, t) = 0, u(x, 0) = x(2− x) exp(2x), (53)
on the domain x ∈ Ω = [0, 2] with t ∈ [0, T ] and T = 0.3 and u : Ω × [0, T ] → R. We employ a parameter
domain of (µ1, µ2) ∈ D = [−2,−0.1]× [0.1, 1], where the parameter µ1 is the wave speed and the parameter
µ2 is the diffusion coefficient.
To derive a parameterized dynamical system of the form (1) for the FOM, we apply a finite-difference
spatial discretization to the governing PDE (53), which uses central differencing for the diffusion term and
upwind differencing for the advection term. This discretization is obtained by partitioning the spatial domain
into 101 cells of equal width, yielding a FOM with N = 100 degrees of freedom of the form
dxk
dt
+ µ1
xk+1 − xk
∆x
= µ2
xk+1 − 2xk + xk−1
∆x2
, k = 1, . . . , N,
where the state vector is x(t,µ) ≡ [x1(t,µ) · · · xN (t,µ)]T and xk(t,µ) is the finite-difference approximation
to u(xk, t,µ) with xk := 2k/(N + 1) the kth point in the finite-difference discretization. The initial condition
is characterized by x0(µ) ≡ x0 = [x1(2− x1) exp(2x1) · · · xN (2− xN ) exp(2xN )]T .
To define the FOM O∆E of the form (2), we employ a time step ∆t = 3× 10−4 with the implicit Crank–
Nicolson scheme, which is characterized by multistep coefficients α0 = 1, α1 = −1, β0 = β1 = 1/2 in (3),
which yields Nt = 10
3 time instances.
To construct approximate solutions, we employ projection-based reduced-order models as described in
Section 2.1.3. For this purpose, we construct the trial-basis matrix Φ ∈ RN×K? using proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) by executing Algorithm 1 in Appendix A with inputs DROM = {0.1, 1.05, 2.0} ×
{0.1, 0.55, 1.0}, Nskip = 10, reference state xref(µ) = x0(µ), and K = 5. For the ROM, we employ Galerkin
projection such that the ROM ODE corresponds to (12) with Ψ = Φ. We employ the same time discretization
for the ROM as was employed for the FOM, i.e., the Crank–Nicolson scheme with time step ∆t = 3× 10−4.
We model both the QoI error δns (µ), where the QoI corresponds to the solution at the midpoint of the
domain such that the associated functional is g(x; t,µ) 7→ eT51x with ei the ith canonical unit vector, and
the normed state error δnx(µ).
4.2.1. Coarse time grid, training, validation, and test sets
We now describe how we execute Steps 1–2 and 7 described in Section 4.1.1. For Step 1, we set T =
{20n}50n=1; the coarse grid is selected such that the error responses on the training set are well represented.
For Step 2, we employ set sizes of |Dtrain| = 40, |Dval| = 10, and |Dtest| = 50. To assess the impact of the
training set size on the performance of the deterministic regression-function model, we consider four smaller
training and validation sets with (|Dtrain|, |Dval|) ∈ {(8, 2), (16, 4), (24, 6), (32, 8)}, which are constructed by
sampling the original sets Dtrain and Dval. In Step 7, we set |Dtrain,| = 20.
4.2.2. Regression results
Figures 4–8 summarize the performance of the considered error models. First, Figure 4 reports the
dependence of the performance of each deterministic regression-function model (with its best performing
feature-engineering method) on the size of the training set |Dtrain|. This figure illustrates several trends.
First, we observe that traditional time-series-modeling methods, i.e., ARX and LARX, nearly always yield the
worst performance. Here, ARX yields the worst performance, likely due to the fact that it is a low-capacity
model and contains only a single latent variable. LARX outperforms ARX; this is likely due to its inclusion of
additional latent variables. We observe that the performance of ANN-I is slightly better than ARX or LARX,
but not as good as the (non-integrated) ANN. This indicates that, in this case, differencing the data provides
no particular benefit. We also observe that recursive-neural-network models, i.e., RNN and LSTM, yield the
best performance nearly uniformly, and generate FVU values at least one order of magnitude smaller than
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Figure 4: Advection–diffusion equation. Fraction of variance unexplained for all considered deterministic regression-
function models, with each employing their best respective feature-engineering method.
both traditional time-series-modeling methods. This highlights that there is substantial benefit to modeling
nonlinear latent dynamics as is done with RNN and LSTM models. Of these two, LSTM tends to yield best
performance in most cases. Finally, LSTM and RNN outperform the GP regression-function model. This is
likely due to the fact that the time-local GP method employs only the parameters µ as features, which are
low quality compared to the residual-based quantities employed by the T-MLEM methods.
Figure 5 shows a histogram that, for regression methods in Category 2, compares the ratio of the fraction
of variance unexplained using RT for training to fraction of variance unexplained using NRT for training.
This figure shows that RT training generally outperforms NRT training; this is likely due to the fact that RT
training properly accounts for the latent dynamics while training the model. For ARX, regression functions
trained through RT outperform their NRT counterparts 90.8% of the time; for ANN-I the regression functions
trained through RT outperform their NRT counterparts 72.3% of the time.
Next, Table 4 summarizes the percentage of cases that a given deterministic regression-function model
produces results with the lowest FVU; each case is defined by one of the 13 feature-engineering methods
and one of the 5 training-set sizes, yielding 65 total cases. We do not include the GP method in these
results, as it employs only the parameters as features. Results are presented for the cases where (1) all
feature methods are considered and (2) only feature methods that don’t include time are considered. The
table shows that LSTM is the best overall performing regression-function model, leading to the lowest FVUs
approximately 60% of the time. RNN is the next best performing regression-function model, followed by
ANN. For the normed state error δx, recursive regression methods comprise the best performing regression-
function models in 87.7% of cases when all feature-engineering methods are considered, and in 97.1% of
cases when only feature-engineering engineering methods that omit time are considered; this shows that
including time can improve the relative performance of non-recursive regression methods. For the QoI error
δs, recurrent architectures comprise the best performing methods in over 97% of cases whether or not time
is considered as a feature.
Figure 6 summarizes the performance of each combination of regression method and feature-engineering
method for the case |Dtrain| = 40. These results clearly show two critical trends. First, as hypothesized, using
residual-based features can improve performance significantly; this is why they were considered high-quality
features. This trend was also observed in Ref. [15]. Further, we note that—in this case—excellent results
were obtained by computing only 7( N) samples of the residual. Second, as hypothesized, the recurrent
regression methods yield the best performance (even for low-quality features), with LSTM performing best
28
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Figure 5: Advection–diffusion equation. Histogram of the ratio of the fraction of variance unexplained using RT for
training to fraction of variance unexplained using NRT for training. Results are shown for ARX (top) and ANN-I
(bottom). For ARX, RT outperforms NRT 90.8% of the time. For ANN-I, RT outperforms NRT 72.3% of the time.
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error
include feat.
eng. w/ time?
kNN ANN
ARX
(NRT)
ARX
(RT)
ANN-I
(NRT)
ANN-I
(RT)
LARX RNN LSTM
Recursive
total
δx Yes 0.0 12.3 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 27.7 58.5 87.7
δx No 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 31.4 60.0 97.1
δs Yes 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.5 32.3 63.1 98.5
δs No 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 2.9 40.0 51.4 97.1
Table 4: Advection–diffusion equation. Percentage of cases having the lowest predicted FVU for each regression
method. Results are summarized over all values |Dtrain| ∈ {8, 16, 24, 32, 40} and all feature-engineering methods.
Recursive total reports the sum of all regression methods in Category 2 and Category 3.
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Figure 6: Advection–diffusion equation. Summary of the performance of each combination of regression method
and feature-engineering method for the case |Dtrain| = 40.
of all. In fact, LSTM and RNN outperform the time-local GP by approximately one order of magnitude.
We also observe that including time slightly improves performance for these methods. Finally, we observe
that for the deterministic regression-function models in Category 2, both training methods yield comparable
results.
Figure 7 shows the predictions made by the different considered regression methods (for their best per-
forming respective feature-engineering method) as a function of time for a randomly drawn element of Dtest
for cases |Dtrain| = 8 and |Dtrain| = 40. First, we note that the case |Dtrain| = 8 yields significant errors for
all considered models, with LSTM yielding the best performance. For the case |Dtrain| = 40, all regression
methods display substantially improved performance; LSTM, RNN, and ANN yield particularly accurate
results.
Figure 8 shows the regression errors (i.e., the response error of the deterministic regression-function
models) for the best performing regression method (i.e., LSTM) employing its best performing feature-
engineering method. The figure compares the regression-error distribution with the distributions predicted
by the Gaussian, Laplacian, and AR1 stochastic noise models. Table 5 reports validation frequencies of
the approximated distributions, where ω(C) corresponds to the fraction of test data that lie within the C-
prediction interval generated by the stochastic noise model. We also report the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S)
statistic. We observe that the Laplacian noise model yields the most accurate prediction-interval frequencies,
with AR1 yielding similar performance to that of the Laplacian model.
In summary, for the advection–diffusion example, the LSTM model yielded best performance, followed
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Figure 7: Advection–diffusion equation. Error response δx (left) and δs (right) predicted by each regression method
as a function of time. Results are shown for the best performing feature engineering method on the |Dtrain| = 8 case
(top) and the |Dtrain| = 40 case (bottom).
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Figure 8: Advection–diffusion equation. Histogram of regression errors on the noise test set, Ttest,, for the normed
state error (top) and QoI error (bottom). On the left, we show absolute errors (δn(µ) − δˆnf (µ)), µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T.
On the right, we show standardized errors, (δn(µ) − δˆnf (µ))/σn , µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T. The true regression errors are
compared to the distributions predicted by the Gaussian, Laplacian, and AR1 error models. Regression errors are
shown for the LSTM deterministic regression function model with the best performing feature-engineering method
on the |Dtrain| = 40 case.
32
by RNN and ANN. We observed the residual-based features to yield best performance as well. Finally, the
Laplacian model yielded the most accurate stochastic noise model.
Gaussian Laplacian AR1
Prediction interval δx δs δx δs δx δs
ω(0.68) 0.842 0.805 0.724 0.673 0.714 0.725
ω(0.95) 0.924 0.932 0.883 0.913 0.834 0.880
ω(0.99) 0.943 0.967 0.868 0.967 0.868 0.913
K-S Statistic 0.216 0.216 0.114 0.088 0.146 0.131
Table 5: Advection–diffusion equation. Prediction intervals for the various stochastic noise models. Results cor-
respond to those generated by the LSTM regression function model with its best performing feature-engineering
method on the |Dtrain| = 40 case, with samples collected over Ttest,.
4.3. Example 2: Shallow-water equations with projection-based reduced-order model
The second example considers the shallow water equations and approximate solutions generated by a
POD–Galerkin reduced-order model. The governing system of PDEs is
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(hu) +
∂
∂y
(hv) = 0
∂hu
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(hu2 +
1
2
µ1h
2) +
∂
∂y
(huv) = 0
∂hv
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(huv) +
∂
∂y
(hv2 +
1
2
µ1h
2) = 0
on the domain (x, y) ∈ Ω = [0, 5] × [0, 5], t ∈ [0, T ] with T = 10, and where h, u, v : Ω × [0, T ] → R, with
h denoting the height of the water surface, u denoting the x-velocity, and v denoting the y-velocity. The
parameter µ1 is the “gravity” parameter.
The parameterized initial conditions are given by
h(x, y, 0) = 1 + µ2e
(x−1)2+(y−1)2 , u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω,
which corresponds to a Gaussian pulse centered at (1, 1) with a magnitude of µ2. We consider a parameter
domain (µ1, µ2) ∈ D = [2, 9]× [0.05, 2].
To derive a parameterized dynamical system of the form (1) for the FOM, we apply a third-order
discontinuous-Galerkin spatial discretization, which partitions the domain into a 16 × 16 grid of uniform
square elements and employs tensor-product polynomials of order 2 to represent the solution over each ele-
ment, yielding a FOM of dimension N = 1.23 × 104. We employ slip-wall boundary conditions at the edge
of the domain.
To define the FOM O∆E of the form (2), we employ a time step ∆t = 1.25 × 10−2 with the implicit
Crank–Nicolson scheme, which is characterized by multistep coefficients α0 = 1, α1 = −1, β0 = β1 = 1/2 in
(3), which yields Nt = 800 time instances. Figure 9 shows elevation surfaces obtained from the solution to
the FOM O∆E at one randomly chosen parameter instance.
As in the first example, we employ projection-based reduced-order models to construct approximate
solutions. We again construct a POD trial-basis matrix Φ ∈ RN×K? by executing Algorithm 1 in Appendix
A with inputs DROM = {3, 6, 9} × {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}, Nskip = 1, reference state xref(µ) = 0, and K = 78. For
the ROM, we employ Galerkin projection such that the ROM ODE corresponds to (12) with Ψ = Φ. We
employ the same time discretization for the ROM as was employed for the FOM.
We model both the QoI error δns (µ), where the QoI corresponds to the water-surface height in the middle
of the domain, and the normed state error δnx(µ).
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Figure 9: Shallow-water equations. Elevation surfaces of h for a randomly chosen parameter instance. Solutions are
colored by velocity magnitude.
4.3.1. Coarse time grid, training, validation, and test sets
We now describe how we execute Steps 1–2 and 7 introduced Section 4.1.1. For Step 1, we set T =
{4n}200n=1; this coarse grid is again selected such that the error responses on the training set are well repre-
sented. For Step 2, we employ set sizes of |Dtrain| = 40, |Dval| = 10, and |Dtest| = 20. Again, to assess the
impact of the training set size on the performance of the deterministic regression-function model, we con-
sider four smaller training and validation sets with (|Dtrain|, |Dval|) ∈ {(8, 2), (16, 4), (24, 6), (32, 8)}, which
are constructed by sampling the original sets Dtrain and Dval. In Step 7, we set |Dtrain,| = 10.
Lastly, we note that we do not consider any feature-engineering methods that employ Feature 4, as the
dimension of the residual N = 1.23× 104 is prohibitively large in this example.
4.3.2. Regression results
Figures 10–13 summarize the performance of the deterministic regression-function models and stochastic
noise models. First, Figure 10 reports the dependence of the performance of each deterministic regression-
function model (with its best performing feature-engineering method) on the size of the training set |Dtrain|.
Figures 10a–10b considers all feature-engineering methods, while Figures 10c–10d limit consideration to
feature-engineering methods that omit time from the set of features. When time is included as a feature,
LSTM and RNN yield the best overall performance, followed closely by ANN; ANN slightly outperforms RNN
in predicting the normed state error when time is included as a feature. ARX and LARX do not perform
well for predicting the normed state error δx, but do perform very well in predicting the QoI error δs. We
additionally observe that both methods for training ARX yield similar trends. ARX (RT) outperforms ARX
(NRT) in predicting the normed state error, and ARX (NRT) outperforms ARX (RT) in predicting the QoI
error. Next, we again observe that ANN-I performs worse than the standard ANN. We also observe that, in
general, ANN-I (RT) performs slightly better than ANN-I (NRT) and yields similar results to ANN. Next,
in comparing Figures 10a and 10b to Figures 10c and 10d, it is observed that the non-recursive regression
methods are more reliant upon time to yield good performance than the recursive regression methods. This
indicates that the non-recursive methods will likely not generalize well for problems characterized by phase
shifts or for prediction beyond the training time interval. Lastly, the time-local GP benchmark is the worst
performing method, and is particularly poor at predicting the QoI errors. This is thought to be due to the
fact that the parameters are low quality features.
Table 6 summarizes the percentage of cases that a deterministic regression-function model produces
results with the lowest FVU, where each case is defined by one of the 11 feature-engineering methods (recall
that the residual, i.e., Feature 4 is not considered in this example) and one of the 5 training-set sizes, yielding
55 total cases. We again present results for the cases where (1) all feature methods are considered and (2)
only feature methods that don’t include time are considered. Again, the results indicate that LSTM yields
the best overall performance, followed by LARX and RNN. Recursive methods yield the best performance
for predicting the normed state error in 81.8% of cases when all feature engineering methods are considered,
and in 86.7% of cases when only feature engineering methods that do not include time are considered. For
the QoI prediction, recursive methods yield the best performance in 85.5% and 86.7% of cases, respectively.
As before, this shows that including time as a feature can (slightly) improve the relative performance of non-
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Figure 10: Shallow-water equations. Fraction of variance unexplained for all considered deterministic regression-
function models, with each employing their best respective feature-engineering method.
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recursive regression methods. Also as observed previously, including time as an input feature is observed to
be more beneficial in predicting the normed state error than the QoI error.
error
include feat.
eng. w/ time?
kNN ANN
ARX
(NRT)
ARX
(RT)
ANN-I
(NRT)
ANN-I
(RT)
LARX RNN LSTM
Recursive
total
δx Yes 9.1 9.1 0.0 5.5 9.1 9.1 5.5 7.3 45.5 81.8
δx No 13.3 0.0 0.0 10.0 6.7 0.0 10.0 3.3 56.7 86.7
δs Yes 14.5 0.0 12.7 5.5 5.5 7.3 20.0 16.4 18.2 85.5
δs No 13.3 0.0 16.7 3.3 3.3 3.3 16.7 13.3 30.0 86.7
Table 6: Shallow-water equations. Percentage of cases having the lowest predicted FVU for each regression method.
Results are summarized over all values |Dtrain| ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and all feature-engineering methods. Recursive
total reports the sum of all regression methods in Category 2 and Category 3.
Figure 11 summarizes the performance of each combination of regression method and feature-engineering
method for the cases |Dtrain| = 8 (top) and |Dtrain| = 40 (bottom). For the case |Dtrain| = 40, the recursive
regression methods generally display better overall performance than the non-recursive regression methods
in predicting the normed state error δx. The low-dimensional feature engineering methods are additionally
seen to lead to better overall performance than the high-dimensional feature engineering methods in this
case, as using a small number of features typically leads to lower-capacity models that generalize with limited
training data (see Consideration 3). For the QoI error, all regression methods perform poorly for the case
|Dtrain| = 10, with the lowest observed FVU value around FVU = 0.5. For the case |Dtrain| = 40, all methods
perform substantially better; here, it is clear that residual-based features are essential for obtaining good
performance. LSTM, RNN, ANN, and ANN-I (RT) generally yield the best performance for the normed
state error δx; however, ANN and ANN-I (RT) perform well only when time is included as a feature. For
the QoI prediction, LSTM, RNN, LARX, and ARX (NRT) generally perform best.
Figure 12 shows the predictions made by the different considered regression methods (for their best
performing respective feature-engineering method) as a function of time for a randomly drawn element of
Dtest for case |Dtrain| = 40. The figure shows that all approaches except GP provide reasonably accurate
predictions for both the normed state and QoI errors.
Figure 13 and Table 7 summarize the performance of the stochastic noise models, where results are
shown for the LSTM regression method employing its best performing feature-engineering method for the
case |Dtrain| = 40. Similar to the previous case, the Laplacian noise model yields the best performance.
Gaussian Laplacian AR1
Prediction interval δx δs δx δs δx δs
ω(0.68) 0.956 0.971 0.801 0.848 0.927 0.972
ω(0.95) 0.991 0.995 0.966 0.960 0.984 0.990
ω(0.99) 0.998 0.996 0.987 0.988 0.987 0.991
K-S Statistic 0.265 0.323 0.125 0.146 0.231 0.350
Table 7: Shallow-water equations. Prediction intervals for the various stochastic noise models. Results correspond
to those generated by the best LSTM regression function model with its best performing feature-engineering method
on the |Dtrain| = 40 case, with samples collected over Ttest,.
4.4. Example 3: Inviscid Burgers’ equation with coarse-mesh low-fidelity model
The final example considers the one-dimensional inviscid Burgers’ equation and approximate solutions
generated by a low-fidelity model provided by a coarse spatial discretization. The governing PDE is
∂u
∂t
+
1
2
∂u2
∂x
= µ1e
µ2x, u(0, t) = µ3, u(x, 0) = µ4 for x ∈ (0, 100] (54)
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(c) Normed state error δx, |Dtrain| = 40
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(d) QoI error δs, |Dtrain| = 40
Figure 11: Shallow-water equations. Summary of the performance of each combination of regression method and
feature-engineering method for the cases |Dtrain| = 8 (top) and |Dtrain| = 40 (bottom).
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Figure 12: Shallow-water equations. Error response δx (left) and δs (right) predicted by each regression method as
a function of time. Results are shown for the best performing feature engineering method on the |Dtrain| = 40 case.
on the domain x ∈ Ω = [0, 100] with t ∈ [0, T ] and T = 40, and u : Ω× [0, T ]→ R. We employ a parameter
domain of (µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) ∈ D = [0.005, 0.05]× [0.005, 0.05]× [3, 5]× [0.5, 2.5].
To derive a parameterized dynamical system of the form (1) for the FOM, we apply a finite-volume
spatial discretization to the governing equations (54), which uses an upwind flux at the cell interfaces and a
uniform control-volume width of ∆x = 0.1, yielding a FOM with N = 1000 degrees of freedom.
To define the FOM O∆E of the form (2), we employ a time step ∆t = 0.05 with the implicit Euler scheme,
which is characterized by multistep coefficients α0 = 1, α1 = −1, β0 = 1 in (3), which yields Nt = 800 time
instances.
To construct approximate solutions, we employ coarse-mesh low-fidelity models as described in Section
2.1.2. In particular, to define the LFM ODE of the form (7), we employ the same finite-volume scheme as
that employed by the FOM, but use a uniform control-volume width of ∆x = 2 such that NLF = 50. The
prolongation operator p consists of a linear interpolation of the coarse-grid solution onto the fine grid.
We model the QoI error δns (µ), where the QoI corresponds to the solution at the midpoint of the domain
such that the associated functional is g(x; t,µ) 7→ eT501x.
4.4.1. Coarse time grid, training, validation, and test sets
We now describe how we execute Steps 1–2 and 7 described in Section 4.1.1. For Step 1, we set T =
{8n}100n=1. For Step 2, we employ the same approach as in the previous section. Namely, we employ set
sizes of |Dtrain| = 40, |Dval| = 10, and |Dtest| = 50. To assess the impact of the training set size on the
performance of the deterministic regression-function model, we consider four smaller training and validation
sets with (|Dtrain|, |Dval|) ∈ {(8, 2), (16, 4), (24, 6), (32, 8)}, which are constructed by sampling the original
sets Dtrain and Dval. In Step 7, we set |Dtrain,| = 20.
4.4.2. Regression results
Figures 14 through 17 summarize the performance of the deterministic regression-function models and
stochastic noise models. First, Figure 14 reports the dependence of the performance of each deterministic
regression-function model (with its best performing feature-engineering method) on the size of the training
set |Dtrain|. Figure 14a considers all feature-engineering methods, while Figure 14b limits consideration to
feature-engineering methods that omit time from the set of features. We observe that LSTM and RNN
again yield the best performance, although their improvement over ANN is less significant than what was
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Figure 13: Shallow-water equations. Histogram of regression errors on the noise test set, Ttest,, for the normed
state error (top) and QoI error (bottom). On the left, we show absolute errors (δn(µ) − δˆnf (µ)), µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T.
On the right, we show standardized errors, (δn(µ) − δˆnf (µ))/σn , µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T. The true regression errors are
compared to the distributions predicted by the Gaussian, Laplacian, and AR1 error models. Regression errors are
shown for the LSTM deterministic regression function model with the best performing feature-engineering method
on the |Dtrain| = 40 case.
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Figure 14: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Fraction of variance unexplained for all considered deterministic regression-
function models, with each employing their best respective feature-engineering method.
observed in the previous two examples. We observe that all other methods—including the time-local GP
benchmark—perform substantially worse than these three techniques.
Next, Table 8 summarizes the percentage of cases that a deterministic regression-function model produces
results with the lowest FVU, where each case is defined by one of the 13 feature-engineering methods and one
of the 5 training-set sizes, yielding 65 total cases. Results are presented for the cases where (1) all feature
methods are considered and (2) only feature methods that don’t include time are considered. The table
shows that LSTM is the best overall performing regression-function model, leading to the lowest FVUs in
over half of cases. RNN yields the next best performance, followed by ANN. We again observe that recursive
regression methods yield the best performance in the vast majority of cases; we also again observe that
including time can improve the relative performance of non-recursive regression methods.
error
include feat.
eng. w/ time?
kNN ANN
ARX
(NRT)
ARX
(RT)
ANN-I
(NRT)
ANN-I
(RT)
LARX RNN LSTM
Recursive
total
δs Yes 0.0 12.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 35.4 50.8 87.7
δs No 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 34.3 57.1 94.3
Table 8: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Percentage of cases having the lowest predicted FVU for each regression
method. Results are summarized over all values |Dtrain| ∈ {8, 16, 24, 32, 40} and all feature-engineering methods.
Recursive total reports the sum of all regression methods in Category 2 and Category 3.
Figure 15 summarizes the performance of each combination of regression method and feature-engineering
method for the case |Dtrain| = 40. We once again observe that feature-engineering methods employing
elements of the residual lead to the best performance. We also observe that the LSTM and RNN methods
yield the best performance, and substantially outperform the time-local GP method; indeed, they generate
FVU values around 0.1 when they use only the parameters µ as features. These methods also generate FVU
values lower than 0.01 when using only 46 residual samples in the set of features.
Figure 16 shows the predictions made by the different considered regression methods (for their best
performing respective feature-engineering method) as a function of time for a randomly drawn element of
Dtest for cases |Dtrain| = 8 and |Dtrain| = 40. Here, we observe that LSTM, RNN, and ANN provide the most
accurate predictions; indeed, their predictions are already very accurate for only |Dtrain| = 8. The time-local
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Figure 15: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Summary of the performance of each combination of regression method and
feature-engineering method for the case |Dtrain| = 40.
GP benchmark and ARX models perform the worst.
Lastly, Figure 17 and Table 9 summarize the performance of each stochastic noise model for the LSTM
regression method employing its best performing feature-engineering method. Similar to the previous cases,
the Laplacian stochastic noise model provides the best stochastic noise model.
Gaussian Laplacian AR1
Prediction interval δs δs δs
ω(0.68) 0.943 0.810 0.933
ω(0.95) 0.970 0.946 0.959
ω(0.99) 0.976 0.975 0.965
K-S Statistic 0.273 0.111 0.274
Table 9: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Prediction intervals for the various stochastic noise models. Results correspond
to those generated by the best performing regression method (i.e., LSTM) with its best performing feature-engineering
method on the |Dtrain| = 40 case, with samples collected over Ttest.
5. Conclusions
This work proposed the Time-Series Machine-Learning Error Modeling (T-MLEM) method for construct-
ing error models for approximate solutions to parameterized dynamical systems. The T-MLEM method
extends the machine learning error modeling (MLEM) [15] method to dynamical systems. The key contri-
bution of this work as compared to previous works on error modeling for dynamical systems is the use of
residual-based features and recursive regression methods (e.g., recurrent neural networks, long short-term
memory networks) that employ latent variables. The use of these latent variables enables these regression
models to model dependence on temporally non-local quantities, which is essential for modeling errors in
this context (as illustrated by classical approaches for error quantification).
Similar to the MLEM method, the T-MLEM method entails four steps: feature engineering, data gener-
ation, training a deterministic regression-function model that maps from features to the conditional expec-
tation of the error, and training a stochastic noise model. For feature engineering, we considered a variety
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Figure 16: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Error response δs predicted by each regression method as a function of
time. Results are shown for the best performing feature engineering method on the |Dtrain| = 8 case (left) and the
|Dtrain| = 40 case (right).
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Figure 17: Inviscid Burgers’ equation. Histogram of regression errors on the noise test set, Ttest,, for the QoI error.
On the left, we show absolute errors (δn(µ)− δˆnf (µ)), µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T. On the right, we show standardized errors,
(δn(µ) − δˆnf (µ))/σn , µ ∈ Dtest,, n ∈ T. The true regression errors are compared to the distributions predicted by
the Gaussian, Laplacian, and AR1 error models. Regression errors are shown for the LSTM deterministic regression
function model with the best performing feature-engineering method on the |Dtrain| = 40 case.
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of techniques based on those proposed in Ref. [15], along with several new techniques that include the time
variable as a feature. The majority of these feature-engineering methods employ residual-based quantities
inspired by classic error-quantification approaches. Next, we considered a hierarchy of regression methods
that employ both non-recurrent and recurrent regression functions as well as linear and nonlinear latent-
variable dynamics. These techniques include classic time-series modeling techniques (e.g., ARX), as well
as time-series modeling techniques emerging from the deep-learning community (e.g., LSTM). Lastly, we
examined three different stochastic noise models: Gaussian, Laplacian, and autoregressive Gaussian.
Across three benchmark problems and two different types of approximate solutions, the numerical ex-
periments illustrated the best overall performance was obtained using the T-MLEM framework with an
LSTM regression-function model. We attribute this favorable performance to LSTM’s ability to capture
dependencies on long-term non-local quantities through its use of a “cell state”, as well as its amenability to
training. While the best-performing feature-engineering method varied across the considered problems, gen-
erally feature-engineering methods that employ residual-based features yielded the best performance. Lastly,
we observed the Laplacian stochastic noise model to provide the best statistical model for the prediction
noise. In particular, we emphasize that the T-MLEM method with an LSTM regression-function model
and residual-based features significantly outperformed both (1) the classical model-discrepancy method [25],
which constructs an error model by applying Gaussian-process regression in parameter space, and (2) error
models constructed using non-recursive regression models as was proposed in Ref. [45].
Future work involves the application of the T-MLEM framework on truly large-scale problems, as well
as in more difficult scenarios, e.g., predicting errors beyond the training time interval.
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Appendix A Proper orthogonal decomposition
Algorithm 1 provides the algorithm for computing the POD basis used in this work. We note that the
basis dimension K can be determined from the decay of the singular values; for simplicity, we treat it as an
algorithm input.
Algorithm 1 Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
Input: Training parameter instances DROM ≡ {µiROM} ⊆ D; number of time steps between collected
snapshots Nskip ≤ Nt; reference state xref(µ); desired basis dimension K.
Output: POD basis Φ ≡ [φ1 · · · φK ] ∈ RN×K? .
Steps:
1. Solve the FOM O∆E (2) for µ ∈ DROM and collect the snapshot matrix
S(µ, Nskip) :=
[
xNskip(µ)− xref(µ) · · · xfloor(Nt/Nskip)Nskip(µ)− xref(µ)
]
. (55)
2. Compute the (thin) singular value decomposition[
S(µ1ROM, Nskip) · · · S(µNtrain,ROMROM , Nskip)
]
= UΣV T , (56)
where U ≡ [u1 · · · uNtrain,ROMNt/Nskip].
3. Truncate the left singular vectors such that φi = ui, i = 1, . . . ,K.
Appendix B Q-sampling
Feature engineering methods explored in this work that employ either the gappy principal components
(Feature 6) or sampled residual (Feature 7) require the specification of the sampling matrix P. In this work,
we compute this sampling matrix via q-sampling [11]. Algorithm 2 provides the associated algorithm.
Appendix C Gaussian-process regression
The numerical experiments consider time-local Gaussian-process regression models as a benchmark error-
modeling method. This method is analogous to employing the “model-discrepancy” method of Kennedy and
O’Hagan [25] at each time instance. This approach constructs a separate GP model to predict the error for
each time instnace of interest. As such, the approach can only be used to make predictions at time instances
for which training data exist, i.e., prediction beyond the training time interval is not possible. We note that
the use of time-local GP regression was considered in Ref. [34], wherein GP models were constructed in
parameter space over time windows.
We begin by setting Dtrain ≡ {µi}Nsi=1, where Ns := |Dtrain|, and consider an arbitrary test point µ ∈ D.
We define the vector of training responses and the model of the test response at time instance n ∈ T as
δ¯
n
(µ) :=
[
δntrain
δˆn(µ)
]
,
where δntrain := [δ
n(µ1) · · · δn(µNs)]T . We then assume the data are drawn from the prior distribution
δ¯
n
(µ) ∼ N (0, Σ¯n(µ) + λI),
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for generation of sampling matrix through q-sampling.
Input: Residual training set Tr,train ≡ {r˜n(µ) |µ ∈ Dtrain ≡ {µi}|Dtrain|i=1 , n ∈ Ttrain}
Output: Sampling matrix P ∈ {0, 1}ns×N
Steps:
1. Compute the residual snapshot matrix:
Sr :=
[
r˜τ(1)(µ1) · · · r˜τ(N¯t)(µ1) · · · r˜τ(1)(|µDtrain |) · · · r˜τ(N¯t)(µ|Dtrain|)
]
.
2. Compute the column mean of Sr
r˜ :=
1
|Tr,train|
∑
r˜∈Tr,train
r˜
3. Compute the (thin) singular value decomposition:
Sr − r˜eT = UΣV T ,
where e ∈ {1}|Tr,train|.
4. Compute the QR factorization of UT with column pivoting
UT [P∗]T = QR,
where P∗ ≡ [p1 · · · p|Tr,train|]T , pi ∈ {0, 1}N .
5. From the permutation matrix P∗, select the first ns ≤ |Tr,train| rows to form the sampling matrix
P :=
[
p1 · · · pns
]T
.
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where λ ∈ R+ is an additive noise hyper-parameter and Σ¯n(µ) is a positive definite (Ns + 1) × (Ns + 1)
covariance matrix of the form
Σ¯
n
(µ) =
[
Σntrain Σ
n
test(µ)
T
Σntest(µ) 1
]
,
where we employ radial-basis-function kernels such that
[Σntrain]ij := exp
∥∥µi − µj∥∥22
h2
, i, j = 1, . . . , Ns,
[Σntest(µ)]1i = exp
‖µ− µi‖22
h2
, i = 1, . . . , Ns,
(57)
Given the training data, the posterior distribution of the model of the test response is
δˆn(µ) ∼ N
(
Σntest(µ)(Σ
n
train + λI)
−1δntrain, 1 + λ−Σntest(µ)(Σntrain + λI)−1(Σntest(µ))T
)
,
Comparing with Eq. (26), we see that this model corresponds to the following quantities in the present
T-MLEM framework:
δˆnf (µ) = Σ
n
test(µ)(Σ
n
train + λI)
−1δntrain
δˆn (µ) ∼ N
(
0, 1 + λ−Σntest(µ)(Σntrain + λI)−1(Σntest(µ))T
)
.
(58)
This model requires specifying parameters λ and h. We compute the length-scale parameter h by max-
imizing the log-marginal likelihood of the posterior distribution (see Ref. [39]), while we treat the noise
parameter λ as a hyper-parameter that is selected using a validation procedure with a grid search.
Appendix D Keras algorithms
We implement the ANN, ARX, ANN-I, LARX, RNN, and LSTM models using Keras. This appendix
provides the Python code that was used to construct these networks. For ARX and ANN-I, only networks
corresponding to the RT training formulation are presented.
D.1 Artificial neural network (ANN)
1 de f bu i ld nn (X, y , hyperparams ) :
neurons , depth , reg = hyperparams [ 0 ] , np . i n t ( hyperparams [ 1 ] ) , hyperparams [ 2 ]
3 model = Sequent i a l ( )
model . add (Dense ( neurons , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) , a c t i v a t i o n=’ r e l u ’ , u s e b i a s=True
, k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10 .∗∗ reg ) ) )
5 f o r i in range (1 , depth ) :
model . add (Dense ( neurons , a c t i v a t i o n=’ r e l u ’ , u s e b i a s=True ,
7 k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
model . add (Dense (np . shape (y ) [−1] , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=True ) )
9 model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
re turn model
Listing 1: Python code for the initialization of ANN.
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D.2 Autoregressive w/ Exogenous Inputs (ARX)
de f bu i ld mode l a rx (X, y , hyperparams ) :
2 neurons , reg = in t ( hyperparams [ 0 ] ) , np . i n t ( hyperparams [ 1 ] )
model = Sequent i a l ( )
4 model . add (SimpleRNN(np . shape (y ) [−1] , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) , r e tu rn s equence s=
True , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ,
r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
6 r e turn model
Listing 2: Python code for the initialization of ARX.
D.3 Integrated Artificial Neural Network (ANN-I)
de f bu i ld mode l nn i (X, y , hyperparams ) :
2 neurons , depth , reg = hyperparams [ 0 ] , np . i n t ( hyperparams [ 1 ] ) , hyperparams [ 2 ]
model = Sequent i a l ( )
4 model . add (Dense ( neurons , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) , a c t i v a t i o n=’ r e l u ’ , u s e b i a s=True
, k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10 .∗∗ reg ) ) )
f o r i in range (1 , depth ) :
6 model . add (Dense ( neurons , a c t i v a t i o n=’ r e l u ’ , u s e b i a s=True , k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s .
l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
model . add (Dense (np . shape (y ) [−1] , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=True ) )
8 model . add (SimpleRNN(np . shape (y ) [−1] , r e tu rn s equence s=True , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=
False , r e c u r r e n t i n i t i a l i z e r=’ ones ’ , k e r n e l i n i t i a l i z e r=’ ones ’ ,name=’RNN’ ) )
model . g e t l a y e r ( ’RNN’ ) . t r a i n ab l e = False
10 model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
re turn model
Listing 3: Python code for the initialization of ANN-I.
D.4 Latent Auto-Regressive w/ Exogenous Inputs (LARX)
1 de f bu i l d mode l r nn l i n e a r (X, y , hyperparams ) :
neurons , reg = in t ( hyperparams [ 0 ] ) , hyperparams [ 1 ]
3 model = Sequent i a l ( )
model . add (SimpleRNN( neurons , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) , r e tu rn s equence s=True ,
a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) , r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=
r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
5 model . add (Dense (np . shape (y ) [−1] , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=True ) )
model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
7 r e turn model
Listing 4: Python code for the initialization of LARX.
D.5 Recurrent neural network (RNN)
1 de f bu i ld rnn (X, y , hyperparams ) :
neurons , depth , reg = in t ( hyperparams [ 0 ] ) , np . i n t ( hyperparams [ 1 ] ) , hyperparams [ 2 ]
3 model = Sequent i a l ( )
model . add (SimpleRNN( neurons , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) ,
5 r e tu rn s equence s=True , k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ,
r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
7 f o r i in range (1 , depth ) :
model . add (SimpleRNN( neurons ,
9 r e tu rn s equence s=True ,
k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ,
11 r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
model . add (Dense (np . shape (y ) [−1] , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=True ) )
13 model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
re turn model
Listing 5: Python code for the initialization of the RNN.
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D.6 Long short-term memory network (LSTM)
de f bu i l d l s tm (X, y , hyperparams ) :
2 neurons , depth , reg = in t ( hyperparams [ 0 ] ) , np . i n t ( hyperparams [ 1 ] ) , hyperparams [ 2 ]
model = Sequent i a l ( )
4 model . add (LSTM( neurons , input shape=(None , np . shape (X) [−1]) , r e tu rn s equence s=True ,
k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) , r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗
reg ) ) )
f o r i in range (1 , depth ) :
6 model . add (LSTM( neurons , r e tu rn s equence s=True , k e r n e l r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg )
, r e c u r r e n t r e g u l a r i z e r=r e g u l a r i z e r s . l 2 (10∗∗ reg ) ) )
model . add (Dense (np . shape (y ) [−1] , a c t i v a t i o n=’ l i n e a r ’ , u s e b i a s=True ) )
8 model . compi le ( l o s s=’ mean squared error ’ , opt imize r=’Adam ’ )
re turn model
Listing 6: Python code for the initialization of LSTM.
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